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Protesters Suing LANL Over Arrests
from PAGE 1

and May, lab officials and Los Alamos police ordered the nine to leave
the entrance of the lab's Bradbury
Museum-and stop leafleting.
When the protesters refused, they
were handcuffed, arrested and
jailed for one to three hours. A local
magistrate ·ordered them not to
leave the state without permission,
to submit to urinalysis on demand
and not to drink alcohol until triaL
They waited almost six months.
LANL asked the district attorney to
dIpi\tpe case just two working days
triaL
and illegaL And
it because their phi. • --n'"
_ It makes right," said
study group leader.Greg Mello..!, one
of those arrested. "They bill themselves as defenders of democracy,
but they feel they have to trash the
Constitution to save it."
First Amendment lawyer John
Boyd filed the suit on behalf of the

protesters in U.S. District Court in
Albuquerque. It names as defendants th¢ Bradbury's director, John
Rhoades; two ranking lab officials
for internal security, Bernard Vanderhoeven and Larry Runge; and
the regents of the University of California, which runs LANL for the
federal government
Boyd will try to prove the defendants knew they were violating the
protesters' right to free speech and
ordered the arrests maliciously.
"These people got sent to jail for
something which every American
citizen has a right to do," Boyd said.
Winning money from lab officials
will be tough, if not impossible, said
a constitutional law expert. Courts
'usually are receptive to claims of
"qualified immunity" by government officials - that is, any reasonable person would have done the
same, even if it resulted in a violation of constitutional rights.
Only two people 'since 1976 have
won money from federal employees

for violation of their constitutional
rights, said Paul Bender, a former
deputy U.S. solicitor general who
specializes in the First Amendment
and government immunity.
But the lawsuit is likely to end
arrests of leafleters in public areas
of lab property, Bender said.
"I think they're going to win that
and should win that It's public property, there's no reason to stop people from leafleting there," said Bender, who teaches constitutional law
at Arizona State University. "They
don't have a right to do anything
they wantout there, but they have a
right to peacefully protest"
Bradbury Museum is the government's tool for advertising "its message that Los Alamos is good for the
world," Bender said, "And 1 think
there is a First Amendment right to
express the opposite view to the
public. What better place than the
entrance to the museum 1"
Rhoades, the Bradbury's director,
claimed the leafleters were in dan-

ger of inciting conflict with groups
favoring nuclear weapons work at
LANL. Internal lab security turned
down the protesters' plan to leaflet
outside the museum.
"We were concerned that counterprotesters might come out swinging,"
said Kliewer, the lab spokesman.
If LANL develops a detailed, fair
policy for issuing permits to protesters, the lab might avoid a ruling
that its policy is unconstitutional,
.,
said ASU's Bender.
But if LANL officials such 'as
Rhoades argue they had to arrest
the protesters because the leafleting might incite conflict with lab
sympathizers, the lab will be on far
shakier ground, he said.
"The argument some people might
disagree with them and attack them
is not going to work. He's (Rhoades)
going to need a better defense than
that," Bender said. "That has never
been a basjs for suppressing free
speech. That's what the First
Amendment is all about."
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LA Study Group
sues lab, says
free speech
rights violated
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Nine study group members were
arrested in two leafleting incidents
at the Bradbury Science Museum
By STEPHEN T. SHANKLAND
Monitor Managing Editor
The Los Alamos Study Group. a
Santa Fe-ba$ed activil'lt organization, sued Los Alamos National
Laboratory Wednesday, saying the
lab violated the group's First
Amendment rights to free speech.
The lawsuit concerns two 1997
incidents when lab officials called
for the arrest of activists handing
out leaflets near Ihe Bradbury Science Museum entrance. The lab
later dropped its charges of trespassing.
"Plaintiffs' claims arise from the
unlawful arrest, incarceration, and
prosecution of the plaintiffs for
refusing to stop offering leaflets to
visitors to the Bradbury Science
Museum in Los Alamos," the lawsuit said.
The suit. filed in U.S. District
Court in Albuquerque, seeks compensatory damages, punitive damages, legal fees, and a preliminary
injunction to allow the activists to
distribute literature again. The lawsuit names as defendants Museum
Director John Rhoades; Larry
Runge and Bernard Vanderhoeven
of the lab's Facilities, Safeguards,
and Security Division: and the University of California regents.
"If you read the applicable
. Supreme Coun decision. yuu come
up with the inescapable conclusion
that no public official has any business barring a citizen from leafleting outside a public building," said
John Boyd, an Albuquerque attorney who has handled several First
Amendment cases and who is repre- ,
senting the activists.
"I think the situation speaks for
itself. I think that anybody who
appraises the situation and what
happened here immediately understands that this is totally contrary to
everything this country stands for,"
Boyd said. It's the kind of thing a
person would read about "happening in Communist China or the former Soviet Union. It's not the kind
of thing you expect to read about
happening in the United States."
The lab appears to be backing
away from its earlier opposition to
the leafleting.
"While we are not conceding that
the study group or anyone has a
legal right to do the leafleting right
at the door of the museum, ... we are
willing 10 see how it goes and let

them operate on the same terms as
other events on lab propeny. which
simply requires that they register
with our security people," said
LANL spokesman Gary Kliewer.
"Our legal office thinks that our
position regarding the leafleting is
still defensible. We're not conceding that point," Kliewer said.
Kliewer said the lab and the
study group are "working on the
wording of a new policy and had
been in discussions with the group
before Thanksgiving" regarding the
leafleting. "This just pushes the
issue back into the court system."
. But Greg Mello, a member of the
. L~}~ii1~Gr2.~.5ald his
organization is far from satisfied
with less formal communication.
The lawsuit is "an attempt at dialogue," he said.
"The laboratory seems to prefer
to t;rkio~o~TeUlrou'"~h~
Iill~aiioil. ,,~~
pe p
~~~.~.lL,.. ~~,g."""~.,,,.
'1Vle11o'Saiir''Tlie'lab has increasinglY"lOstth'ecapacity for honest dialogue. It seems that they're able to
achieve this better when there are
external observers like judges."
There were two sets of arrests for
leafleting, the lawsuit said. The
first, involving two study group
members, occurred April 19. The
second. on June 7. involved seven
members .
Mello said he met with lab officials on April 18. the day before the
first arrests.
"In our meeting with them on
April 18, they couldn' t really
answer our legal arguments about
why we would be able to leaflet.
They simply said, 'It's our policy.
and you can't,'" Mello said.
Police arrested the leafleters. and
they were held in Los Alamos
County Jail.
"They were warned that they
didn't have permission to do that
right at the door. (that they) may
block the door and cause other safety issues there," Kliewer said.
"They chose not to abide by our
request to move out on the sidewalk. The lab chose at that time to
enforce what we felt was necessary ," he said.
Magistrate Court in Los Alamos.
set a trial date of Sept. 30, Mello
said.
Kliewer said LANL dropped the
charges on Sept. 23.
"In an act of good faith. the lab

(Please see LA WSUlT, Page 6)
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(from Page 1)
chose to drop the charges." Kliewer
said. "We've been working to make
a new arrangement, trying to
accommodate everybody," he said.
.. A cycle ofleafleting scenes and
arrests won't accomplish anything
for everybody," Kliewer said.
The study group's lawsuit said,
"A few days before trial, the First
Judicial District attorney dismissed
the charges against the plaintiffs.
announcing that he had decided to
do so because defendants had
requested that he do so and because
of 'concerns over possible constitutional problems. ",

LANL'miis'eiiiii leaflet fight sparl(s lawsuit
ByBRUNOJ.NAVARRO
The New Mexican
A Santa Fe anti·nuclear organization is
seeking approval from a federal court to
hand out leaflets critical of Los Alamos
National Laboratory at a museum operated by the lab.
The Los Alamos Study Group on
Wednesday filed a lawsuit in u.s. District
Court that claims lab and museum officials violated its First Amendment rights
of (ree speech when they hud several
members arrested for handing out antinuclear literature and copies of the Uill of
Rights to visitors to the Bradbury Science
Museum last year.
The lawsuit is the latest volley in all 011going dispute hetween the group and museum officials over distribution of antinuclear informatioll at lhe (Iowntown Los
Alamos shopping strip·mall site.
"H's a mailer in litigation, and until I

read it ami talk to attorneys, I really
shonldn't say ilnything," said muselllll director .lohu HhUlHks, who is nallled as a
defendant in the lawsuit.
Museulll officials {Ol- seve,'al years allowed the group to maintain illl educational display thaI was sometimes critical
of nuclear technology.
ThaI policy switched in 1996, after an·
other pro·nuclear group demanded equal
space.
The lab then began a lottery under
which groups that want the space could
comJlete for it, but the study group refused to participate and also refused a'
small rehuttal area. hs display was re-'
moved in February 1997.
III its lawsuit, the watchdog group
claims that llIuseum ufficials violated its
right to free speech.
Several members were later arrestetl
an (I charged with tre~[lassing after hand·
ing out leaflets and copies of the Bill of
Hights. The lab suhsequently dropped

those charges.
"We realize thaI a cycle of leafletting
anti arrest for trespassing won't do anyOlle any good," LANL spokesman Gary
Kliewel- said Thursday. "We have
dropped the charges for the previous arresls, iIIld we are willing to accomJllodate
this group, just like any other, if they will
register with our security folks."
"We want to tl'Y to accommodate thelll,"
he said. "Bllt now that they have filed il
lawsuit, wc are not conceding they have il
First Amendment right for leaflelling lit
the duor."
Kliewer said lah and lIIuselllll officials
had becHllleeting with the group uHtillate
Novemher to worl< on an agreement for
sharing displ<ty space with the pro·nu·
clear grullp.
Lah officials have tuld gmup members
that they Hecd to keep a certain distallcc
away frum the mllseum ur face arrest.
Anti lab attorlleys also wanled grollp
members that lab policy dues not ullow

lli\Jlding out leaflets on government-controlled propert y.
In April, group members Cathie Sullivan and Greg Mello, who filed the lawsuit,
were arrested and charge(1 with trespassing as they !lauded out leaflets protesting
the lab's mle as the nation'S leading [lmducer of plutonium pits.
Two months later, Lqs Alamos police arrested seven members uf the group and
cll/lI'ged t hem with criminal trcspass as
they handeu out copies of the Bill of
Hights in front of the IIIl1SeUIII.
Kliewer said all the trespassing chllrges
were dropped in September.
The lawsuit also names as defelldants
I.arry nunge, program lIIanager for safeguards ilnd se.:urilies; Bernard Vanderhoeven, director of the LAN!. Facilities,
Safeguards and Security Division; anti the
Hegents of the University of California,
which opertltes the lilh IIndel' contract for
the US. Department of Energy.

Mello states his case
Editor:
Your Dec. 5. 1997. issue contained an article under che mysterious headline
·'l.1b says LA Srudy Group misunderstOod." Most of che ::uticle was devoted co
T J. Trapp" s disputations of previously published Department of Energy/Los
.-\lamos Nationail.1boracory cost figures for pit production. Dr. Trapp direc:s che
pic production effort in che Nucle::u- y{aceriais Technology (NMT) Progmm. [e is
quite unlikely chac DOE published itS e::u-lier estimates wichout his input.
[t is disturbing chac you attributed che DOEIL-\t"I1. cost tigures co me. y{y
only contribution was co present DOE'LA1\.fL's ballooning ~s6maces. wich doc·
umentarion. for your convenience.
rn July of 1996. DOE and L-\.L\.fL estimaced che total "transition" cost of establishing pic production capacity ac L.-\.L'iL to be S312!V1. plus 530l'vUye:J.f for operations cherea.fter.
The 5312M LAl'lL cost did not include related necessary but so-,::J.lled "lnde·
pendenr" facility upgrades. I and others disputed this J.t che cime. (0 no avrui. The
smdy induded - or said it included - "operating costS" in therr tOtal "tr:lI1sition COSt" (see graph. p. 26. "Stockpile Managemenc Pre(erred :.\.Jtematives
Report").
Yet che DOE is now ce!ling Congress thac acquiring pit production capacicy
will cost about S1.1 biHion. :lbout three and one half times as much as last ve::u-' s
pubiished numbers.
'
The increase has three comoonentS. Tne first is the misieading e3riier omission of :nany "independent" p~ojec:s. which are now tinally :::;ou;ted as pare or'
the project Toe second is inc:eases in cost for specific projec:s - the estimated
cost of the C:'y[IP itSelf increased from S300M to 560 I M. and che:e was an eigh(~'oid increase in andlar'l "non-nuc!e::rr" pit production-related costS. The third is
a huge increase in the incremental operating COStS co be incurred prior co project
compietion.
[e was initially in DOE and L-\J.'-l1.; s perceived intc:-est ,0 exclude projectS
t'rom [he pit production mission. since mose projec:s would men have ~equired
<TIore malysis under che :'-lational Environmental Policy ,-\Ct (i'fE?1,.) prior to
-:ansu"Jc:ion ..-\nd inc!usion could have o.dverse!y affected DOE's ;;urrem iitign.'ion ,)[1 the 'lockpiJe stew::rrdsnip and <TIanagemem program.
The selection of L.-\.L'iL tor :he pit mission ove:- che Savannah River Sice was
arecic.ued on the re~ultmg low estimates.
ylassive cost in.rlation is noe unusual tor l::rrge projectS J( L.-\.J'-l1. ..-\c:::xding
:0 DOE :.md L.-\.J\fL sources. che CvlR project has increased in estimaced COSt
tram .5 i 95M (all three phases 1 co S2:d.M (jUSt che first cwo phases I: :he pit·telae.~d portion u[· che non- nuc:e::u- reconriguration has skyrocketed from 51 J.\tI in
I ':l9S (0 :.m estimated 5 116M coday: the Nude:J.f :Vlaterials Scorage Fac:licy reno':unon has increased rrom S I :::VI in 1992 to 357M coday (noc counting 319M in
: 98, .joilars sunk inco Ihe original unusable facilicy): and coc.a1 DARBT COStS
have increased from an escimated S531v1 in 1993 co J( least 52S0tv! coday. Dr.
Traoo') organization is heavily involved in chree or' chese t'our projectS.
Finally. and inconsistendy. Dr. Trapp claims char many of-the costS induded
in the ,51. I hill ion are t'or casks che lab "must do independemly or' whecher we' re
doing pic manufacnlring or iloc'-'Tile source of chis 51.1 billion is a recem DOE
report [0 Congress \)[1 the COSt of "plutonium pit production and remanufacnlr·
ing' ONLy ....
'!Jl1S ,)iruution calls for J c:J.fer'ui EXTERNAL investigation. If history is any
:;U1de. pl;U1s and hudgetS will ch:.m~e again herore che tirst pit is built.
Greg Mello, Director
Los Alamos Study Group
212 E. ~'rIarcy St. ~o. 7
Sant:l Fe, N.M. 37501
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---- ---- - - ... --_._..... _. Regents: Sued in New Mexico,> .

The.fo s Alamo s Study Group, . a nuclea r
disarma ment otganization' based in'Santa Fe, filed a
lawsuit last week against the University,o[ Califor nia
regents·
individuals· at the LOs. Alamos Nationa l
uQorato liy. . '
."

and

TIrecomplaint,f1lerl:jnNewMexi~'S"United'States

DiStrict COurt, isin respons e tathe arrest ofantin uclear

actWists,tIandingout leat1ets in front'of the museum at
Los Alamos . The plaintif fs seek compen satory
damages; punitive damages and an order enjoining the
defendants·· from interfering with the distribution of
leatlets in front of the. museum.
Thean:e:s~.the suilcha rges, violated the plaintif fs'
f~~and{~;l1rte~nthamendrnent.rigi1ts,to free speech .
.
... -'
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Coalition Report Hits Pit Production
Journal Staff and Wire Report

Nuclear weapons production and waste disposal in New Mexico fell among 71 federal projects that
public-interest groups denounced Wednesday as wasteful and environmentally damaging.
In their annual "Green Scissors" report, a coalition of 26 environmental groups and taxpayer advocates found
$49 billion in federal spending cuts they said also could save the environment.
Corporate and government organizations continue to "bring home the bacon, while the taxpayer gets fried in
the pan," said Brian Cohen, campaign coordinator of New Mexico Public Interest Research Group.
The biggest slice of $1.6 billion in savings in and near New Mexico would come from eliminating Los Alamos
National Laboratory's plan to make plutonium pits, the grapefruit-sized hearts of nuclear weapons.
The latest report to Congress puts the eventual price tag of pit production at $1.1 billion, the majority for
renovating aging labs at LANL to handle the work.
"Green Scissors" authors -- led by the U.S. Public Interest Research Group, Friends of the Earth and
Taxpayers for Common Sense -- said the project is unnecessary and poses the danger of plutonium fires and
contamination as occurred at the defunct Rocky Flats Site near Denver.
The Los Alamos Study Group in Santa Fe and Physicians for Social Responsibility nominated pit production
for the report.
A classified fraction of the 10,000 unused plutonium pits stored in Texas and New Mexico can be used as
replacements for the nation's nuclear arsenal of 12,500 weapons, said the study group's Greg Mello.
Weapons scientists concede they have found no problems with weapons pits for their first 20 to 30 years of
shelf life. Activists such as Mello argue the government should wait until a clearer need for new pits arises.
"The laboratory has adopted the Orwellian line that if we're just allowed to make more weapons, this will help
disarmament. It sounds like an alcoholic," Mello said. "We think it would be far more prudent to wait until there is
some need before investing hundreds of millions of dollars in new infrastructure for an arsenal we are required by
treaty to downsize and then eliminate."
Also targeted in and near New Mexico:
*The $503 million Animas-La Plata project aimed at settling water-rights claims by the Southern Ute and Ute
Mountain Ute Indian tribes while supplying water to northwestern New Mexico, the Navajo tribe, the city of
Durango, Colo., and more than 50,000 acres of farmland. It involves pumping water from the Animas River in
Colorado to a reservoir more than 1,000 feet uphill, then sending it down to the La Plata River before it is used.
*A road-building policy for national forests that largely benefits logging companies. The Forest Service has
been reviewing the roads system since last summer, when Assistant Agriculture Secretary James Lyons
identified roads as the single biggest cause of ecological damage to national forests.
*The $85 million marketing budget for the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant that would bury
plutonium-contaminated waste in the ancient salt beds near Carlsbad. Rather than spending money promoting
the program, the money should go for safety and I'esearch, NMPIRG's Jeanne Bassett said.
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Senator:
Treaty Dep~.nds
on Arsenal
.' ,.
. ;-;1-'2.-/78
: ..
Nuclear weapons will remain the
"backbone of our natiol)al defense"
U,S. and Russian legislators face as long as those weapons exist,
chances this year t~ step back fr~m Bingaman said, bringing nods from
nuclear confrontation, by halv~ng lab weapons scientists.
t1\1~ir stocks of the most deslruct~ve
Later, a manager said lab sensors
m!ciear weapons and by ending aboard U.S. military satellites,
nuclear testing.
underground and under the ocean
But it remains unclear whether, are fully capable of identifying a
treaLies for those arms cuts and a nuclear test. Senators "absolutely"
test ban will pass the U.S,. Senate can rely on verification of the
and the Russian Duma thiS ye~r, CTBT, said physicist David Simons,
Sen. Jeff Bingaman, D-N .M., .saul who manages research on satellites
Wednesday.
that watch for weapons tests and
But Bingaman said Senate ralifi- manufacturing.
cation of the Comprehensive '~st
"You can definitely tell" an
Dan 'I\'eaty will depend on the reha- atmospheric nuclear test, Simons
bility of the U.S. nuclear arsenal &aid. "The current system is well
and the ability to verify no nucle~r designed and does its job superbly."
tests occur.
Lab scientists are developing a
"Only if we are confident that we new instrument called the V-sensor
can safely depe1H~ on It small, high- for "verificalio;l," planned for the
ly reliable stockpile as a deterrent next generation of Global Positionto others will we be able to mo~e tl.le ing System satellites, to be
number of warheads to those slgulf- lauilched starting in 2001.
icantly' lower levels," Bingaman
Bingaman urged scientists' to
said at Los Alamos Nationall.abora-, devise new Ways . of verifying
WeapO(lS production and disassemtory.
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: Bingaman, too, praised the U.S.
Department of Energy's $4.5 billio{l-a-year "stocklli!e stewardship"
program, with its ambitious array
of new experimental machines and
res~arch designed to supplant
nuclear testing.
Arms control activists were disheartened Bingaman chose not Lo
c!lallenge stockpile stewardship as
too costly and unnecessary.
"lie's 1I0t asking what kind of program the country needs but what
the Senate needs" to ratify the
CTBT, said Greg Mello of the Los
Alamos Study Group in Santa Fe. "It
delivers power into the hands of
test-ban treaty foes to .hold ~he
treaty hostage for whatever poltey
agenda they have."
. Chiefs of the weapons labs condjtioned their support of a test ban on
a broad st?ckpile ste,:"al'dship (>rogl'am. saying the nallon needed to
maintain the expel-tise of its
weapons scientists as well as its
arsenal.
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DOE
Fights
Records'
Release
.

By IAN HOFFMAN
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JournaJ Staff Writer

The U.S. Department of Energy,
an agency reliant on contractors for
most of its work in the U.s. nuclear
weapons complex, is fighting
release of its contractors' records
under the Freedom of Information
Act.
Federal law,_say DOE attorneys,
only requires the DOE to release
records physically in its.possession;
Nuclear watchdog groups and
activists call this. renewed resistance to releasmg records' an erosion of open government.
The DOE's position, if upheld in
court, could have sweeping impact
across the federal government, given the. popular drive to shunt more
federal work to private business.
WIt would fence off a lot onIU'orspirit of
mation. It's contrary to
the FOrA," said veteran nuclearweapons analyst Stan Norris of the
Natural Resources Defense Council
in Washington, D.C. The council, a
leading environmental organization, has a four-foot long drawer of
pending FOJA requests to the Energy Department, some over a·decade
old.
The DOE is the nation's largest
civilian contracting agency. Private
corporations or nonprofits perform
more than 80 percent of the DOE's
work.
-'This would' remove a large fraction of DOE documents from the
public, and that is unacceptable in
principie," said Steve Aftergood,
head of the Federation of American
Scientists' Project on Government
Secrecy. "It amounts to privatization of major government functions
and a severe reduction in government accountability."
Federal judges in New Mexico
and California are expected to rule
this year on the DOE's position.
But a lawsuit filed in October by a
Santa Fe nuclear arms control organization is likely to present the best
test case. It involves the birthplace
of nuclear weapons.

die

The Los Alamos Stu<cr Grnll12
ai-gues the~
Lib - run by the ~~
fomia since- the early daTI of .tile
. M.3ri1lattan Project is closing..of:f
_. access. to public records by delay-_
109 !herr release for as much ~!L
months.

What the study group wants runs
the gamut from business travel
records of top lab officials to
descriptions of new weapons projects and budgets for construction
of new lab facilities.
Lawyers at LANL pressed' the
Energy Department as early as
April 1988 to refuse requests for lab
records, becaus.~ it is ~ by a con-

DOE Fighting

,Recoins' Release
regulaticins and feels they can do
it with impunity."
· tractor.
Federal: attorneys rebuffed
Top DOE officials in Washing- the study group's lawsuit last
· ton instead in 1991 proposed a month by arguing the records it
· new policy of releasing most wants are not '''agency records"
, contractor documents.
and so are not covered by the
· But DOE lawyers argue the Freedom of Information Act.
: policy- unlike the federal FreeMoreover; wrote assistant U.S.
dom of Information Act - con- attorney John W. Zavitz, the fed· cains no set deadlines for release eral court in Albuquerque has no
~ of a .document.
. power to force release of the
For activists, that translates documents if they are .not
, into months or years of delays, agency records.
~ often rendering documents
The DOE, backed by the U.S_
: worthless before they arrive in Department of Justice,'plans to
• the mail.
cite a string of Supreme Court
: - That's still better, contends - rulings starting in the early
- DOE attorney Ron O'Dowd, than 19805 that narrow the definition
most federal agencies that rely of "agency records."
heavily on contractors, such as
Ruling on a researcher's
the Department of Defense and attempt to get access to former
the National' Aeronautics and Secretary of State Henry
Space Administration.
Kissinger's papers, the court in
"We're not required to do 1981 said FOJA does not require
this," said O'Dowd, regarded in release of documents that are
the DOE's Albuquerque office as technically the property of the
the attorney best versed in pub- federal government but not in
lic-records law. WCongress wrote its direct controL
the statute (pOJA) and didn't
Said O'Dowd: "If it's in your
include contractor records. DOE hot hands and you've got it, then
has said we want to be more
it's an agenc"j record." That
open
than
Congress
has means documents at LAL'IL and
required."
dozens of other contractor-run
. But DOE lawyers also contend sites across the country are not
federal courts have no power to "agency records" and so not coveIU'orce their policy because it is ered by the Freedom of Infornot law like the Freedom of mationAct.
Iniormation Act.
That's what LANL's lawyers
Environmental lawyer Steve wanted of the Energy DepartSugarman, who sued the DOE ment 10 years ago.
for the Los Alamos Study Group,
"By handing the reins of the
said the agency's argumimt$ and . agency over to contractors like
delays fI:ustrate the spirit .of LANL, the DOE is trying to crepublic:records law.
ate a new form of secrecy
"'They're saying they can do it through which it can shield the
in their own sweet time without machinations of government
judiCial review," Sugarman said. from citizens," said Greg Mello,
"We have a case here where the head of the Los Alamos Study
DOE is clearly violating its own . Group.
fro~ PAGE 1
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DOE has approved storage of nuclear waste at WIPP, but 39 groups are suing
J-V.-, • .J....r

IfZ!./!$'

CARLSBAD, N.M. (AP) - -n,e
Dcpanmem of Energy has approYed
sLOrage of nuclear was Ie ill a New
Ivlexico repoSllory beguu\lng in auoul
four monlhs, and ruks haye been scI in
place for gelting Ihe was Ie ready lor
,hipmclll.
BUI alllinuclellI groups promplly
SCI abolll challenging Ihe aCIIOIl in U.S.

Dislricl Coun ill Washinglon, f) C.
The same colin earlier had ordered
DOE LO coluplcle a Ihorough allalysls
of Ame,ica's lIuclear weapons cleanup
program.
A coalilllln oC 39 aminucicar orga·
lIi~illioll". illcludillg Ihe Sailla Febased Los Alamo, Sludy Group,
iUHlllUIICcd Ihi, llIomiug Ihey ale liling

a C(HllelllpllIlOlillll ,ed:illg a haIL 10 Ihe
Iwo-pJOuged
DOE
decisiou
announced ThUl,day in rdalion to Ihe
openillg of Ihe W.ble b\llalioll Pilol
Plalll.
'-1,\ killg tiled luday," said Greg
Mello or Ihe 1.0' Alamos group.
The glOup' Clled DOE', alleged
"neglect, failUle '"Id willful refusal (()

coillply wilh iUl(J obey Iht (couo',,)
Slipulalion."
.
Their COl\lelllpl llIolion seeks Ihe
imprisonfilcill of Energy Secre,ary
Federico Peiia and IWO lOp DOE
dcpllLies ulllillh" dt:panme/ll produces
a binding SGheullie for prcp,uillg and
issuillg a key envirofullellLaI impaci
Slalelllcnl
The l>Clilion also ash O.C.-ua.ed

U.S Disu'icI Judge Stanley Sporkillto
order Ihe wilhdrawal of Ihe DOE decisiolls published loday.
LaS! October, Sporkin had sugges,ed Iht aJllinucicar plaimiffs pick someone 10 be iwprisolled for comempl if
ellvironmemal impacI SUllemcJll. were
1101 cOllIplelcd salisfaclOlily. 'nle judge
also had urged Ihe p,mics 10 wurl; OUI
a .eHlemen!.

Oll Jan. 16. DOE anomey Ambony
Iloang haml-delivered a leuer to U.S.
Magislralt AliUl Kay, who had been
overseeing Ihose lalks. The leutr
inforrm Kay of Ihe DOE's decision 10
wilhdraw from Ille negoliauons, saying il coulun'l "cecpl plainuffs' selllelIIelll proposal, iUlU Ihallhe IWO side.
were so far apan Ulal a DOE counu:rproposal WiJS poinlless.

39 Groups Urge Jail For Pena
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39 Groups Urge Jail For Pena
Richard Benke The Associated Press

Coalition Seeks Halt To WIPP Opening
An anti-nuclear coalition asked a federal court Friday to jail Energy Secretary Federico Pen a for contempt and
to halt his plans to open a New Mexico nuclear repository.
No sooner had the Department of Energy published plans Friday for radioactive storage at the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant than the coalition of 39 groups asked U.S. District Judge Stanley Sporkin in Washington, D.C., to find
Pena and DOE in contempt.
Sporkin had ordered a thorough DOE analysis of America's nuclear weapons cleanup program. The coalition,
including New Mexico's Los Alamos Study Group, alleged "neglect, failure and willful refusal to comply with and
obey" Sporkin's order.
Their motion seeks imprisonment for Pena and two deputies until DOE produces a binding schedule for
preparing and issuing an environmental impact statement on the cleanup plan.
"Pena should realize that Energy is not a caretaker position," Los Alamos Study Group director Greg Mello
said. "He has got to find out what is going on in his agency and take charge of it, or he should find a safer place
to sit."
There is no chance Pena will be sent to prison, however, said Marc Johnston, deputy DOE general counsel.
"This motion to have the department held in contempt is absolutely without merit. The department has not
violated any court order, and we will contest this vigorously," Johnston said in Washington.
The petition asks Sporkin to reject DOE decisions published Friday in the Federal Register regarding WIPP,
the underground repository near Carlsbad, that is due to open in May.
That publication says DOE has decided to store plutonium-contaminated "transuranic" waste at WIPP and has
set forth waste-acceptance criteria -- preparations required for moving waste to WIPP.
DOE Carlsbad project manager George Dials said the decision follows the most recent environmental impact
study on WIPP.
Transuranic waste includes material such as gloves, tools and protective clothing worn by nuclear workers. It's
regarded as low- to moderate-level radioactive waste.
Besides DOE approval, WIPP still needs Environmental Protection Agency certification. Dials said that's
expected by April 30, and waste could then begin moving after a 30-day waiting period.
Waste would come from 15 sites around the country. The first waste to arrive likely would come from Los
Alamos National Laboratory. Other early shipments are expected from Colorado and Idaho.
Mello said the coalition believes the national cleanup and WIPP should be integrated and reconciled because
they are closely related. He said the environmental impact statement on which Friday's WIPP decision was based
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Activists
Want
Pefia
Jailed
By IAN HoFFMAJ.'f
JournaL Staff Writer

In seven years, the DOE never did
the cleanup study, prompting a new
lawsuit from the environmental and
disarmament activists,
Judge Sporkin urged environmental attorneys to file a motion to
nold top DOE officials in contempt,
if the activists and DOE could not
reach a settlement on the study.
Settlement talks abruotiy collapsed last week when the DOE
puiledout.
"The agency slammed the door on
further discussions," said environmental attorney Barbara Finamore,
a lawyer with the Natural
Resources Defense Council in
Washington, D.C.
Activists' attorneys said thev
would file their motion by the deadline at midnight Friday, asking
Sporkin to fine the DOE $5.5 million
~d jail Peria, as well as his cruer's
ror waste management and environ-

,/<..;It S"

Thirty-nine environmental and
peace-groups planned Friday night
to seek jail time for Energy Secretary Federico PeIia and two top
assistants for~oring a government promise to fully study its multi-billion dollar cieanuD-of the U.S.
utll.:i.eat' iVeapons complex.
Four New Mexico grauos were to
join others nationwide by midnight
Friday in filing a motion for contempt against the officials and the
U.S. Department of Energy.
They also were to ask a federal
judge in Washington. D.C., to order
withdrawal of a DOE dec'.sion last
week to open the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant. a half-mile deeo reoosicory for weapons waste near Cbrisbad.
.
Activists have denounced the
DOE's 56 billion-a-y-ear cleanuo
plan as an expensive farce.
.
The DOE plan would leave millions of tons of radioactive wastes in
place at 130 sites nationwide, while
shipping only a fraction to WIPP's
ancient salt beds for disposal, the
activists claim.
_Gr~1{l~J1Q~.QLJh~~1Q.§.. Alamos
Stgg,yJirn1!.p.., one of the :Tew--:'"IeXi:
co groups involved, said the DOE's
cleanup suifers from ''poor management, runaway contractors and
pork-barrei priorities.
"DOE has already wasted tens of
billions of dollars of taxpayer money without doing very much. Without a dear plan, more money will be
wasted, and sites won't get cleaned
up," ne said.
The government promised U.S.
District Judge Stanley Sporkin in
1990 to perform a. full environmental study of DOE's waste-handling
and cleanup plans.

See ACTIVISTS on PAGE 3

Activists Want Pena Jailed
from PAGE 1

mental health.
Sporkin may request that Peria
and his deputies give reasons
they should not be neld in contempt at a nearing tentatively
scheduled for Feb. 20.
The activists' lawsuit also
seeks to nalt the DOE's core program for nuclear weapons
research and manufacturing,
called stockpile stewardship.
Costing an estimated $45 billion
over 10 years, stockpile stewardship is the single largest

source of funding and work for
the Sandia and Los ..Uamos
weapons laboratories in New
Mexico.
Citing
national
security,
Sporkin so far has rejected most
of the activists' arguments
against the program.
The New Mexico groups
involved in the suit are the Los
Alamos Study Group, Physicians
for Social Responsibility/New
Mexico, Citizens for Alternatives
to Radioactive Dumping and
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear
Safety.
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Court is asked to halt WIPP, jail DOE chief
By RICHARD BENKE
The Associated Press

ALBUQUERQUE - An ami·nuclear
coalition asked a federal COUrl Friday to
jail Energy Secretary Federico Pena tor
contempt and to halt his plans to open a
New Mexico nuclear repository.
No sooner had the Department of Energy published plans Friday (or radioactive slOrage althe Waste Isolation Pi·
lot Plant than the coalition of 39 groups
asked U.S. Dist'rict Judge Stanley Sporkin in WashinglOn, D.C., to find Pt!iia
and DOE in contempc
Sporkin had ordered a thorough DOE

analysis of America's nuclt!ar weapons
cleanup program. The coalition, includ·
ing New Mexico's Los Alamos Study
Group, alleged "neglect, failure arid
willful refusal 10 comply wilh and obey"
Sporkin's order.
Tlldr llIotion seeks ililprisonmellt for
Pen a and two deputies until DOE pro·
duces a binding schedule for preparing
and issuing an environmental illlpa.:t
statement on th" cleanup plan.
"Pena :;hould reali.e that Energy is
not a carclakt:r position," Los Alamos
Study Groull direcLOr Grt:g Mdlo said.
"lie has 1I0t 10 find out whal is !luing Oil
in his ilgency ilnd lake charge of it, Ilr
ht: should find a :wier "tilC" 10 sic"

WIPP-"- - - - Continued /rom Page B-1
Lasl OClOber, Sparkill had
urged Ihe panies to negotiate
over the nuclt!ar, cleanup pro·
gram.
On Jan. 16, DOE inform.:d U.S.
Magistrat.: Alan Kay, who had
overse~n th~ Washington talks,
of the agency's withdrawal. The
leller says DOE can't accepl the
plaintiffs' sClllc:rnent proposals,
and the twO sides urc so far ilpart

that a COUIllt:ftll'UPO,iI' IS POUll'
less.
On W"dncsl.hlY, Ihl! ~ualili()n
!it:n[ its own leuer to Kay,

cum~

plaining Jhout DO!::'s "abrupt"
wilhdrawal.
But JohnslOU said: "Th~ ne~oti·
ations lilsled a 101111 . lillie. 'fh"
pard.:s tri"d v"ry hard 1.0 s<:c if
lht .. c was

II

lJu$i:; fol' cuming to a

Illecling oi the millds."

Thcre is no chance Pdla will be s.:lIl
to prison howc:ver said Marc Johnslon

'
deputy D'OE llener;1 counsel.
"This Illotion to have the departmelll
held ill contempt is alJ:;olutely without
lUt:rit. The departlUent hus not violated
any court order, and we will conlest this
vigorously," Johnston said in Washing·
Ion.
The petition asks Spark in 10 reject
DOE decisions published Friday in Ihe
Fed.:ral Register regarding WIPP, the
underground rcposilory ncar Carbbad
Ihal is due to open in May.
Tha! publication says DOE has de·
dd.:d to :;Iore plutonium·contaminated
u(rau:iuranic" waste at \V1PP and lias

sct forlh waste·acceptance criteria
preparations required for moving waste
to WIPP.
DOE Carlsbad project manager
George Dials said the decision follows
the most recent environmental impact
study on WIPP.
Transuranic waste includes material
such as gloves, tools and protecd ve
c10lhing worn by nuclear workers. It's
regarded as low· to moderate·level ra·
dioactive waste.
Bc:;ides DOE approval, WIP!' still
needs
Environmental
Prolection
Aflency certification. Dials said that's
"xpeclCd by April 30, and waste could
then beflin moving after a 30·day wait·

ing period.
Waste would come fro In 15 sites
around the couUlry. The first waste 10
arrive likely would come (rom Los Ala·
mos National Laboratory. Olher early
shipments are expected from Colorado
and Idaho.
Mello said the coalition believes the
national cleanup and WWP should be in·
tegrated and reconciled because they
are closely related. He said tbe environ·
mental impact statement on which Fri·
day's WIPP decbion was based is a
flawed document wilh numbers thaI
don't jibt: with other DOE document:;.
Ptease see WIPP, Page B·3

Paper: The Denver Post
Title: Coalition wants Pena jailed Anti-nuclear group seeks to halt dump
Author: Richard Benke Associated Press Writer
Date: January 24, 1998
Section: DENVER AND WEST
Page: C-Ol
ALBUQUERQUE - An anti-nuclear coalition asked a federal court on Friday to jail Energy
Secretary Federico Pena for contempt and to halt his plans to open a New Mexico nuclear
repository that is expected to receive radioactive waste from Colorado and other states. No
sooner had the U.S. Department of Energy published plans Friday for radioactive storage at the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant than the coalition of39 groups asked U.S. District Judge Stanley
Sporkin in Washington to find Pena and the DOE in contempt.
Sporkin had ordered a thorough DOE analysis of America's nuclear weapons cleanup program.
The coalition, including New Mexico's Los Alamos Study Group, alleged "neglect, failure and
willful refusal to comply with and obey" Sporkin's order.
Their motion seeks imprisonment for Pena and two deputies until DOE produces a binding
schedule for preparing and issuing an environmental impact statement on the cleanup plan.
"Pena should realize that Energy is not a caretaker position," Los Alamos Study Group director
Greg Mello said.
"He has got to find out what is going on in his agency and take charge of it, or he should find a
safer place to sit," Mello said.
There is no chance Pena will be sent to prison, however, said Marc Johnston, deputy DOE
general counsel.
"This motion to have the department held in contempt is absolutely without merit. The
department has not violated any court order, and we will contest this vigorously," Johnston said in
Washington.
The petition asks Sporkin to reject DOE decisions published Friday in the Federal Register
regarding WIPP, the underground repository near Carlsbad, N.M., that is scheduled to open in
May.
That publication says the DOE has decided to store plutonium-contaminated waste at WIPP.
hearing before Sporkin is scheduled Feb. 20, said Barbara Finamore, attorney for the Natural
Resources Defense Council.
Author: Richard Benke Associated Press Writer
Section: DENVER AND WEST
Page: C-01
Copyright 1998 The Denver Post Corp.
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;'.py The Assodhled Press i~ '::, agency to rel~'ase refords physitally i,:
Fe'derat'judges will have the filial in its possession and does lIot'
say on whether the U.S. Depal\ment include contractors' records":'
of Energy must release its cOlltracNuclear watchdog groups and
tors'records.
activists call this resistance to
The DOE, the agency most releasing records an erosion of opei)
reliant on civilian contractors, main- government.
tains that federal law requires the
11ie DOE's position, if upheld in
.. "'. .. . . )... ("i'

'.'

. ~:""
•
", ::
•
"
court, could have sweeping impact
across the federal government, as
more federal work is contracted to
private businesses.
"It would fel\ce,offa lot ofinfo[L
Illation, II's contrary to the spirit of
the FOlA," said nuclear-weapons
analyst Stan Norris or' the' Natural
. Resources Defense Council in
Washington, D.C.
I'ederal judges in New Mexico
and California are expected to rule
this year on the DOE's position.
Thej.,os Alamos' Stlldy OrollQ
argues in a lawsuit filed til QC.l<ilieL
that the DOE and its Los' Alamos
National Laboratory - run by the=
University of California - are closing off access to public records .
'lICiaying their release for as_I~
liine lIIonths,
The group wants access to everything from business Iravel records of
top lab oencials to descriptions of
new, \veapons projects and budgets
for construction of new lab filcilities.
Federal allorneys rebuffed the
group's Iqwsuit by arguing the

records it wants a're nol "agency
records" and not covered by the
Freedom of Infonnation Act.
Top DOE officials in Washington in 1991 proposed a policy of
releasing most contractor documenls, Unlike the federal Freedom
of Information Act, the policy contains no set deadlines for releasing
such documents.
.
For those seeking the documents, '
it could mean months or years of ,.,;
delays, often rendering docume~ts);
worthless before they arrive iIdllC ;i
Illai I. '
'
'. ,\ . . ','
DOE allomey Ron O'Dow~',;:
notes that the department isn't eveli'/:
required ,to release the information.
. 'Congress wrote the (FOIA)
statute and didn't include contractor
records," he said. "DOE has said
we want to be more open than Congress has required."
Also, DOE lawyers contend the
federal courts' have no, power 10
enforce the polley because it is not
law like the Freedom of Information
Act.
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Ij:nergy Dept. Issues Plans For Storage' of Nllclear Waste
. ALBUQUERQUE, N.M., Jan. 24
(AP) - The Department of Energy
published plans on Friday to dispose
of radioactive waste from Illilitary
operatiolls III 15 states In salt caverns underground In New Mexico,
. which would be the nation's first
permanent storage site for nuclear
\IIaste.
Within hours of the publication of
the plans,however, an anti-nuclear'
coalition of 39 groups asked a Federal court to block the proposal for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant and to
Jail Energy Secretary Federico F.
Pena for contempt.
The underground reposHory near
Carlsbad, N.M., Is to open In May.
Most of the waste to be stored there
cOllies from the department's production of nuclear weapons and the
dismantling of them with the end of
the cold war, though some Is the
product of research and development. II Includes radioactive gloves
and tools, as well as plutonium contaminants considered to be low- to
moderate-level radioactive waste.
Before operations at the repository can begin, the project needs
Energy Department approval, as
well as Environmental Proteclioll
Agency certification. 'rhe Energy

Depart ment's project manager at
loweu the most recent environmenCarlsbad, George Dials, said that
tal Impact study for the reposHory.
was expected by April 30, and waste
Wasle would come from 15 siles
could then begin moving after a 30. around the country. The first waste
an
day wailing period.
10 arrive would likely come from Los
Judge Stanley Sporkln of Federal
Alamos Nallonal Laboratory. Other
District Court In Washington hau
eady shipments are expected from
previously oruered an Energy DeColorauo and Idaho.
partment analysis of the nation's nuMr. Mello salu the coalition
clear weapons cleanup program, and
thought the national cleanup and'
the coalltlon said the plans for the
opening of the repository shoulu be
ulsposal site showed "neglect, fail- safer place to sll."
integrateu because they were closely
Marc'Johnston, the deputy general related. lie said the environmental
ure and willful refusal to comply
counsel for the Energy Department, Impact statement used as a basis for
. with and obey" the Juuge's orueL
Thelr motion seeks to have ML . salu there was no chance that Mr. Ihe decision to publish plans for
Pen a and two deputles held In prison Pena would be sent 10 prison.
opening the repository was a flawed
"This motion to have the depart- document with numbers that failed
until the Energy Department produces a binding schedule for prepar- ment held In contempt Is absolutely to match those on olher Energy Deing and Issuing an environmental without merit," Mr. Johnston said. partment documents ..
. On Jan. 16, the Energy DepartImpact statement on the cleanup "The department has not violated
plan. The group also seeks to' have lIIiy court order, and we will conlest ment informed Alan Kay, the United
States Magistrate who had overseen
the Juuge, who In October had urged this vigorously."
The petition tiled with Judge Spor- the Washington tatks, of the agency's
the parlles to negotiate over 'the ,1111clear cleanup program, Impose punl- kin asks him to reject the Energy wlthdrawai'. The Ieller said that the
live and compellsatory uamages Department decisions published on Energy' Department could 1I0t accept
Friday In the FeuenU Register. That the plaintiffs' selliement proposals
against the departmenl.
"Pena should realize Ihat Energy publication says the Energy Depart- and that the two sides were so far
Is not a caretaker poslllon," said . mellt has decided to store plutonlulll- apart that a counterproposal was
Greg Mello the director of olle group conlaminaled waste at Ihe reposi- poinlless.
A hearing before Judge Sporkill is
In the ~oalllion, the Los Alamos tory alit! has set forlh waste-acceptStudy Group. "lie has got to tind out ance crHerla In prepara\lons re- scheduled for Feb. 20, salu Barbara
Finamore, II lawyer for the Natural
whal Is going on In his agency ami quired for moving waste there.
Mr. Dials said the decision, fol- Resources Defense Council.
take charge of II, or he should find a

A Governlnenl

proposal draws'
i,nnlediate court
challenge.
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Advocate of Nuclear Openness To Speak
Katherine Saltzstein For the Journal

Published Article On How To Make Bomb
Sam Day, journalist and anti-nuclear activist, will bring his message to New Mexico this week.
Day will speak at Old San Ysidro Church on Old Church Road in Corrales at 7:30 p.m. Thursday.
Day has had a long career fighting nuclear secrecy, including his stint as managing editor of The Progressive
magazine when it published a controversial article about how to build a bomb.
Now 71 and nearly blind, Day is a tireless anti-nuclear activist who has been jailed more than 24 times since
his first protest in 1971.
The Progressive, based in Madison, Wis., printed an article in 1979 that detailed the workings of the hydrogen
bomb.
The Department of Energy had sued to prevent publication, saying the article revealed secret information.
But Day and others at the magazine maintained that the information had been available to the public for years.
They said secrecy would prevent the public and the news media from scrutinizing nuclear weapons issues.
"We wanted to challenge the notion of secrecy in the nuclear weapons arena," Day said in a telephone
interview this week from Oklahoma City, where he was at a speaking engagement. "It was known in scientific and
technical literature and by talking to people in the field. We believed that classified information was used as a
smokescreen by the DOE to scare off the press."
The DOE suit temporarily stopped publication of the article, but the magazine won after a lengthy court battle.
The DOE dropped its suit.
Howard Morland, the freelance writer who wrote the article, was not a scientist, said Day.
"He visited weapons factories, asked the right questions and pieced together the story. We were accused of
helping people build a hydrogen bomb. That was ridiculous. The information is there. What you need is the
money -- billions of dollars."
Day and others pointed out that the information had been published elsewhere and was widely available,
including at the Los Alamos National Laboratory library, which is open to the public.
The federal government temporarily closed the library to the public when it learned the information was there.
Asked about the Waste Isolation Pilot Project slated to open in Carlsbad to store low-level nuclear waste, Day
said, "It should not open until a decision has been made to quit producing nuclear power."
But, he said, "It's got to go someplace. Maybe New Mexico has to take on some of the industry's waste
because the state has profited from the nuclear industry. But the point is to stop producing nuclear waste. We
don't need more nuclear arms or nuclear power."
Before editing The Progressive, Day worked at several Idaho newspapers and edited The Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientist, a monthly magazine at the University of Chicago, founded by scientists who built the first atomic
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bomb. The magazine was intended to warn people about the danger of nuclear war.
Day left journalism in 1980 to devote himself to anti-nuclear protests.
He works with Nukewatch in Madison, an organization that opposes nuclear secrecy. He has worked with
groups that track trucks transporting nuclear weapons. They have followed convoys transporting warheads past
homes and shopping centers.
Day's latest campaign centers on efforts to free Israeli political prisoner, Mordechai Vanunu.
Vanunu, 43, is an Israeli nuclear scientist who spoke to a British newspaper about his country's secret nuclear
weapons program. He was tried for espionage and treason in Israel and sentenced to 18 years in prison.
Day heard about Vanunu while in Israel in 1982 and saw parallels between Vanunu's struggle and The
Progressive's battle.
Day is coordinator of the U.S. Campaign to Free Mordechai Vanunu.
Through the years, Day has served state and federal prison terms for non-violent civil disobedience at U.S.
military and nuclear weapons installations.
Day's New Mexico appearances are co-sponsored by the Green Party of Sandoval and Bernalillo counties and
the University of New Mexico Green Party, the Albuquerque Peace & Justice Center, Veterans for Peace, and
the Los Alamos Study Group.
The talk is free, but donations will be taken.
PHOTO: b/w
DAY: "We wanted to challenge the notion of secrecy"
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Ac,cess World News
Paper: Newsday (Melville, NY)
Title: New Nuke Policy by Clinton directive allows atomic retaliation against Hussein
Date: February 1, 1998
Washington - The Clinton administration has quietly changed U.S. nuclear-weapons policy to permit for the first
time targeting Iraq with tactical atomic warheads, according to U.S. officials.
The top-secret directive, signed by President Bill Clinton in November, is part of the administration's contingency
plan to possibly use atomic bombs on Iraqi weapon sites if President Saddam Hussein launches a major
biological attack on Israel or other neighboring countries, said White House and Pentagon officials.
Administration officials said the policy shift involving tactical nuclear weapons and so-called "rogue states," such
as Iraq was made as part of the most extensive overhaul of U.S. policy regarding both strategic and tactical
nuclear weapons since the administration of Ronald Reagan.
"It is U.S. policy to target nuclear weapons if there is the use of weapons of mass destruction" by Iraq, said a
senior Clinton adviser who spoke on condition of anonymity. "Whether we would use it is a another matter."
The new policy was part of Presidential Policy Directive 60, which Clinton approved after consultation with
Defense Secretary William Cohen and Army Gen. Hugh Shelton, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
The United States is the only country to have used atomic weapons in war, dropping bombs on the Japanese
cities Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945. Through the Reagan administration, U.S. policy promised massive
retaliation to prevent nuclear confrontations with the Soviet Union and China.
With the end of the Cold War, the threats changed from long-range strategic nuclear weapons targeted against
major nations to new, more flexible weapons of mass destruction that could be used by smaller rogue states such
as Iraq.
Administration officials said they fear the Iraqi president might use a handful of Scud rockets to spread a
powdered version of anthrax spores over Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Israel, killing thousands and making parts of
Riyadh, Kuwait City and Tel Aviv uninhabitable for decades.
During the Persian Gulf war in 1991, President George Bush threatened to retaliate with nuclear force if Hussein
used biological weapons, but his administration never formally adopted a policy, officials said. But it was Bush's
warning that has evolved into Clinton's directive.
Until November, first use of nuclear weapons on Iraq would have violated U.S. pledges never to make such an
attack on a signer of the Nuclear Nonprolif- eration Treaty, which includes Iraq. But U.S. officials say Hussein's
efforts to develop nuclear weapons would forfeit Iraq's treaty protection.
"They [Iraq] are hardly members in good standing of the pact," said a senior Clinton adviser.
Clinton's threat has been deliberately vague. Pentagon spokesman Ken Bacon said last week the United States
refused to "rule in or rule out" the use of tactical nuclear warheads. Bacon's words have caused rumblings abroad
and among the arms control community.
"It's a mistake to threaten Hussein with nuclear weapons because it will not deter him," said William Arkin of the
Bulletin of Atomic Scientists. "It didn't deter him during the gulf war, and it won't stop him now."
Arkin, a leading expert on nuclear weapons, said there should be a national debate as well as investigation by
Congress on the policy shift approved by Clinton. Arkin opposes any use of nuclear weapons.
During the 1991 Persian Gulf war, George Bush threatened to use "overwhelming force" if Iraq destroyed Kuwaiti
oil fields, launched a program of terrorism abroad or used chemical and biological weapons against allied ground
troops. At the time, U.S. officials said the statement included the threat of nuclear weapons.
Army Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf, the Desert Storm commander, later said it was this vague threat of U.S.
nuclear weapons that kept Iraq's chemical weapons in their bunkers.
Arkin and other experts contend Hussein never used the ample stockpiles of chemical weapons found after the
conflict because they are ineffective and because battlefield communications had been destroyed. Hussein
ignited every Kuwaiti oil well, and the fires took months to extinguish and clean up.
The issue of first use of nuclear weapons by the United States was raised again in 1996 by then-Defense
Secretary William Perry. Then, the target would have been a suspected chemical weapons complex built by
Moammar Gadhafi 50 miles southeast of Libya's capital, Tripoli.
Perry raised the possibility of using nuclear warheads - he refused to rule them out - on the Libyan complex at
Tarhunah, which was burrowed inside a mountain. Perry's comments caused a controversy and resulted in a
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retraction by the defense chief. "I would never recommend nuclear weapons for that particular application," Perry
said.
But in a speech later, Perry called for a post-Cold War policy of nuclear deterrence. "Anyone who considers using
a weapon of mass destruction against the United States or its allies must first consider the consequences," Perry
said at Georgetown University. "We would not specify in advance what our response would be, but it would be
both overwhelming and devastating."
Administration officials say Bush's gulf war threats and Perry's speech were the basis for the policy shift and the
line Clinton is now taking with Iraq.
Most senior military planners now prefer conventional weapons for the massive strike being considered if Iraq
refuses to allow UN weapons inspections. But in the latest showdown, the administration wants Hussein to
include in his current calculations the possibility of one or more B61 nuclear warheads finding their way to Iraqi
targets.
The B61 series of tactical warheads involved in the contingency planning are so-called "mini-nukes" with an
explosive force less than 1 kiloton. The bomb dropped on Hiroshima had an estimated 13 kilotons of explosive
power. Even so, the mini-nukes are 300 to 500 times more powerful than the largest conventional, non-nuclear
warhead in the U.S. arsenal. Some U.S. intelligence officials suspect that the remnants of Hussein's chemical
and biological weapons are hidden in European-built bunkers made of reinforced concrete.
During the gulf war, these bunkers were attacked with limited success by 2,000-pound television-guided bombs
dropped with pinpoint accuracy on laser-designated targets. This was one reason the Air Force pushed its effort
to develop a 5,000-pound bomb, the GBU28, which could cut through 11 feet of reinforced concrete.
Since then, the Air Force has modernized the GBU28 and produced hundreds of the laser-guided bombs with
conventional warheads. They can be dropped by F-15E fighter-bombers or the B-1, a subsonic strategic bomber
now poised in Bahrain.
The mini-nuke available for the bunker attack most likely would be the B61-7, a bomb dropped from a
fighter-bomber by parachute to explode at the surface. Its explosive force ranges from 300 tons to 500 tons of
high explosive.
Several of these warheads were at a U.S. Air Force base in Incirlik, Turkey, during the gulf war. Use of these
warheads likely would throw up a cloud of radioactive dust, Air Force experts said.
A more sophisticated mini-nuke is the B61-11, which has not been fully developed. It was designed specifically for
the B-2 stealth bomber with a mission of destroying underground Soviet command bunkers after a nuclear
exchange. There would be little surface fallout from the underground blast.
"It is not fully developed," an Air Force official said. Its laser-guided warhead is designed to plunge through earth,
rock and concrete before its nuclear warhead is detonated.
Newsday Color Illustration by Phillip Diomisio - The Warheads How two different versions of the B61 nuclear
bomb works:
B61-7
Explodes in midair or on the Earth's surface.
1. Plane drops nuclear bomb.
2. Parachute opens to slow bomb.
3. Bomb explodes.
B61-11 (not fully developed) Penetrates the ground to destroy an underground target.
1. Plane drops nuclear bomb.
2. Bomb nose is aligned to fall directly into the ground.
3. Bomb penetrates the ground.
4. Warhead is in ground for about 2 minutes before exploding.
SOURCE: Los Alamos Study Group
Copyright (c) 1998 Newsday, Inc.
Author: Patrick J. Sloyan. WASHINGTON BUREAU
Section: NEWS
Page: A07
Copyright (cJ 1998 Newsday, Inc.
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Title: N.M. anti-nuclear groups go nationwide
Date: February 3, 1998
Three New Mexico anti-nuclear groups are among 33 activist groups that have formed a national coalition that
will focus attention on the nation's nuclear policies.
"Our concerns cover the entire U.S. nuclear legacy," said Susan Gordon in Seattle, who is director of the
organization Alliance for Nuclear Accountability.
Gordon cited the "horrible health effects of uranium mining" in New Mexico and "current schemes to rob the
Department of Energy cleanup budget to fund pointless weapons research and production," notably at Los
Alamos National Laboratory.
The three New Mexico groups are Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety and the Los Alamos Study Group,
both in Santa Fe, and the Southwest Research and Information Center in Albuquerque.
They are among 39 groups that earlier this month asked a federal judge to jail Secretary of Energy Federico
Pena and two other DOE officials, saying they violated federal environmental laws and court orders.
The groups also asked the court to halt the opening of DOE's Waste Isolation Pilot Plant near Carlsbad and fine
the department $5 million in punitive damages and $5,000 per day until it complies.
DOE issued a statement contending the groups' claims are without merit. A hearing is scheduled for Feb. 20 in
Washington, D.C. DOE plans to open WIPP in May if the Environmental Protection Agency grants a final permit,
which is expected.
Apart from supporting the suit, the alliance aims to monitor the DOE's changing nuclear-weapons complex by
developing and acting on a "collective agenda."
It will publicly challenge continued research in and production of nuclear weapons at sites such as New Mexico's
Los Alamos and Sandia national laboratories.
"The alliance, I think, reflects a new level of organizational maturity on this issue," said Greg Mello of the
alliance's Los Alamos Study Group in Santa Fe.
Mello said the alliance will "harmonize local interests and concerns into a nationwide policy critique."
He said the alliance's chief asset will be enhancing "communication between groups, these tiny groups that are
trying to fight through the labyrinth of the huge DOE bureaucracy and (weapon-complex) documents that
describe and prescribe the future of our communities."
One of the alliance's major concerns is the government's plan to dispose of nuclear wastes at WIPP and at
Yucca Mountain at the Nevada Test Site in Nevada.
WIPP was cited by alliance spokesman Bob Schaeffer as an example of the alliance's new focus, which is
"collective self-interest and the need to work together."
"People in New Mexico can't stop WIPP by themselves," Schaeffer said, noting that nuclear waste is not a New
Mexico problem.
He said an alliance campaign in April will try to focus national attention on the issue of transporting nuclear
wastes.
Current plans "will involve roads in 44 states, practically every state, and that presents risks nationally," he said.
New Mexico's two nuclear-weapons labs, each of which has an annual budget of about $1 billion, are monitored
by the three local organizations in the alliance. The three groups are among the most vocal opponents of WIPP.
The three groups also oppose the expansion at Los Alamos of the capability to manufacture plutonium pits, or
triggers, for thermonuclear bombs.
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DOE Should

·Release Records
he u.s. Department of Energy uses private conttactors - such as Los Alamos National Laboratory .
for much of its work, paying these contractors with
tax money. But the DOE is fighting release of contractors' records, including those at LANL, pertaining to
nuclear weapons research and development. Federal judges
in New Mexico and California are expected to rule this year
on the DOE's position.
At stake is the public's right to know and an erosion of the
principle of access under the Freedom of Information Act.
federal law, say DOE attorneys, only requires the agency to
refease records physically in its possession. They claim those
records which contractors have are the contractors' private
property - even if the project was federally funded. Backed
by· the U.S. Department of Justice, the DOE plans to cite. a
string of Supreme Court rulings starting in the early 1980s that
narrow the definition of "agency records."
. Even though the DOE argues that it is not required to make
its contractors' records public, it has established a' policy
encouraging the release of this material. But the guidelines are
toothless because, unlike the Freedom of Information Act,
they set no deadlines for the release of information. The
agency can delay its release until it is convenient or politically
expedient.
The lAls Alamos Study Group filed a suit that argues the DOE
and its lAls Alamos lab restricts access to public records by
delaying their release for as long as nine months. The study
group wants to see files that range from business travel
records of top lab officials to descriptions of new weapons projects and budgets for construction of lab facilities. Everything
it is asking for was funded with tax money; the delays can render the documents worthless.
The study group case has importance beyond lAls Alamos
and New Mexico - and. beyond the group's own objectives of
ending nuclear weapons research. The DOE is the nation's
largest civilian contracting agency. Private corporations or
nonprofit agencies perform more than 80 percent of its work.
The agency's position, if upheld in court, could have sweeping
impact across the federal government, especially in light of
the growing trend to privatize more functions previously done
by government.
A decision in favor of the DOE restriction would speed the
reduction in government accountability and encourage government secrecy. Contractors who receive public money
should treat records for projects so funded as public documents under the Freedom of Information Act.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY'S LEGAL posmON on
contractor "ownership" of records
threatens to undermine efforts by
public health scientists to get to
the bottom of health concerns in
communities around UJS Alamos
National Laboratory. Hats off to
the UJS Alamos Study Group for
finally taking DOE to court over
the ownership issue.
My doctoral dissertation at
Boston University School of Public
Health, which began in support of
a federal health agency's
investigation of LANL, seeks inpart to answer the question: Do
historical emissions of radioiodine
account for the spike in thyroid
cancer reported by the New
Mexico Health Department and
ThInor Registry in the late 1980s
and early 1990s?
NMHD has backed away from its
initial explanation of medical
ascertainment bias (ie.,
"harvesting" of cases by UJs
Alamos' superior health care
system) as the cause. A credible
investigation of other potential
causes,_such as radioiodine,
depends upon unfettered researcher access to LANL's
hiStorical emissions data.
The absurd lengths to which the
legal sham of contractor
"ownership" can be carried is
illustrated by a case in point. In
October 1996 I received under the
Freedom of Information Act
historical monthly stack
monitoring reports for several
LANL facilities. But pages were
missing in a regular sequence
from reports in the 1950s such that
much of the data provided for
plutonium were uninterpretable.
A never released compilation of
notes from a 1991 internal LANL
investigation suggested that
; plutonium emissions were much
higher in this era than has been
publicly acknowledged. Although
not suspected as a cause of thyroid
cancer per se, plutonium is a major
concern of communities near the
lab.
I promptly filed a follow-up
----------- _____ ._ _ _ _ --

L

FOIA request for the missing
pages.
Incredibly, in a January 1997
conference call a DOE FOIA
officer ruminated on the
possibility that the missing pages
might be "owned" by LANL - and
therefore beyond the reach of
FOIA. So the pages provided to me
just happened to be "owned" by
DOE?! DOE backed off this
ridiculous position, but the missing
-pages have yet to be provided.
Such legal nonsense only fans
the flames of speculation that DOE
and LANL have something to hide.
A DOE lawyer is quoted in a recent
Journal North article saying, "If
it's in your hot hands and you've
got it, then it's an agency record"
and accessible under FOIA. What
then to make of a former LANL
employee's allegation that off-site
records management contractors
are running a Idnd of shell game
with important historical records?
Analyzing historical emissions
data could help lay unfounded
health concerns to rest or inform
the design of public health
interventions. Thyroid conditions
are highly treatable if detected
early. Rapid strides are being
made to improve survival for
several otherldnds of cancer
through early detection and -treatment." Indeed, more than -a few
LANL staff members and DOE
personnel, people of integrity and
openness, have done their best to
assist me, even taking time away
from scientific tasks to navigate
the legal labyrinth. It's a pity that
LAl.'1L and DOE lawyers may fail to
grasp their public health obligation
to refrain from involdng distended
legal arguments to block access to
historical data
All citizens concerned about
public health and the environment
should put aside their differences
and support the UJS Alamos Study
Group in their. crucial legal battie
over who "owns" the documentary
record of LANL operations in
northern New Mexico. A former
presidential candidate struck a
chord with the public when he
groused, ~.IlMIt a minute. I paid for
that microphone!" The taxpayers
paid for those records and deserve
to share fully in their ownership,
without delay. Ken Silver
Santa Fe
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Fight for LANL Records Continues
THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S LEGAL POSITION on contractor "ownership" of records threatens to
undermine efforts by public health scientists to get to the bottom of health concerns in communities around Los
Alamos National Laboratory. Hats off to the Los Alamos Study Group for finally taking DOE to court over the
ownership issue.
My doctoral dissertation at Boston University School of Public Health, which began in support of a federal
health agency's investigation of LANL, seeks in part to answer the question: Do historical emissions of
radioiodine account for the spike in thyroid cancer reported by the New Mexico Health Department and Tumor
Registry in the late 1980s and early 1990s?
NMHD has backed away from its initial explanation of medical ascertainment bias (i.e., "harvesting" of cases
by Los Alamos' superior health care system) as the cause. A credible investigation of other potential causes,
such as radioiodine, depends upon unfettered researcher access to LANL's historical emissions data.
The absurd lengths to which the legal sham of contractor "ownership" can be carried is illustrated by a case in
point. In October 1996 I received under the Freedom of Information Act historical monthly stack monitoring
reports for several LANL facilities. But pages were missing in a regular sequence from reports in the 1950s such
that much of the data provided for plutonium were uninterpretable.
A never released compilation of notes from a 1991 internal LANL investigation suggested that plutonium
emissions were much higher in this era than has been publicly acknowledged. Although not suspected as a
cause of thyroid cancer per se, plutonium is a major concern of communities near the lab.
I promptly filed a follow-up FOIA request for the missing pages.
Incredibly, in a January 1997 conference call a DOE FOIA officer ruminated on the possibility that the missing
pages might be "owned" by LANL -- and therefore beyond the reach of FOIA. So the pages provided to me just
happened to be "owned" by DOE?! DOE backed off this ridiculous position, but the missing pages have yet to be
provided.
Such legal nonsense only fans the flames of speculation that DOE and LANL have something to hide. A DOE
lawyer is quoted in a recent Journal North article saying, "If it's in your hot hands and you've got it, then it's an
agency record" and accessible under FOIA. What then to make of a former LANL employee's allegation that
off-site records management contractors are running a kind of shell game with important historical records?
Analyzing historical emissions data could help lay unfounded health concerns to rest or inform the design of
public health interventions. Thyroid conditions are highly treatable if detected early. Rapid strides are being made
to improve survival for several other kinds of cancer through early detection and treatment. Indeed, more than a
few LANL staff members and DOE personnel, people of integrity and openness, have done their best to assist
me, even taking time away from scientific tasks to navigate the legal labyrinth. It's a pity that LANL and DOE
lawyers may fail to grasp their public health obligation to refrain from invoking distended legal arguments to block
access to historical data.
All citizens concerned about public health and the environment should put aside their differences and support
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the Los Alamos Study Group in their crucial legal battle over who "owns" the documentary record of LANL
operations in northern New Mexico. A former presidential candidate struck a chord with the public when he
groused, "Just a minute. I paid for that microphone!" The taxpayers paid for those records and deserve to share
fully in their ownership, without delay.
Ken Silver
Santa Fe
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Quake Fears
DelayWork
On Weapons

~/;7/78'
LAL~L Studying

FaultPattems
By IA."f·HoF'FMAI."f

Journal StaJ!Wrirer

Geologists suspect the antiquated
weaoons labs and offices at the c:Jre
of LOs Alamos National Laboratory
could be more vulnerable to earthquakes than previously thougilr.
.-\.ncient ~quakes on three
faults near UJs Alamos suggest the
faults could be connected. More
research is aimed at showing how
closely the faults are related.
Until geologists know more, exec·
utives at LAl'lL are halting pians to
shift more weaoons work into a
massive laboratory built in the late
1950s near one fault.
Their decision could add delays to
a 5225 million retooling oc the
C~emistry
and
Metallurgical
Research building, where cost over·
runs of 515 million stalled work last
spr.ng.
The lab's most sensitive building,
its top-secret plutonium facility at
Technical Area 55, is safely distant
from
threatening
earthquake
faults, said a lab seismic engineer.
"We've cleared TA-55 of a faulting
hazard," said Larry Goen, leader or
the Tab's seismic research.
Sut the long~ormant Rendija
Canyon fault could run perilously
close to Technical Area 3, L-ll'lL's
densely populated core and the site
of the 550,000 square-foot C~
building, another highly sensitive
weapons lab.
"We know we have faults running

.

near TA-3. We don't know if they
run through TA-3," Goen said.
Inside CMR, researchers periorm
chemical tests on plutonium and
other radioactive materials. The
renovations are intended to make
the building safe to operate through
2010 and let researchers handle
larger amounts of weapons-grade
plutonium.
At 'ill years old, the CMR lab predates modern seismic standards. It
is one third as safe from groundshaking quakes as nuclear facJities
builtto today's seismic standards.
LDs Alamos is not as seismically
active as much of Californ:i3... But its
faults como rise the western edge of
the Rio Grnnde rift, where the
Nor'"...h American continent is siowly
tear.ng itself in two.
Geologists' studies suggest the
Pajarito fault, the region's biggest
and most active fault, got its latest
joit ".rithin the last"lO,OOO years.
That's close enough in time to
earthquakes on the Rendija Canyon
and Guaje Mountain faults to raise
the question oEa connection among
the faults. Geologists· think the last •
earthquakes were 8,000 to 9,000
years ago on the Rendija fault and
4,000 to 6,000 years ago on the Guaje fault.
. .
·'The only connection we~. can
make is they've all had (seismic)
events in the last 10,000 years,"
Goen said. "We don't have evidence
chey'ye all gone at the same time."
Geoiogists pian to walk the Rendija Canyon fault - a crack running
north-south across LDs Alamos - to
see how close it runs to the CvlR
S<!e
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Lab Chief
Promises
~~~Y!lmp
LANL Asking Congress
For Construction Funds
By

IAN HOFFMAN

Journal Staff Writer

Plagued by "a systematic problem" of construction
delays and cost overruns, Los Alamos National Laboratory is revamping the way it builds everything from
labs to offices to computer centers, the lab's chief told
a Senate committee in Washington, D.C., on Thursday.
Lab director John C. Browne promised to assemble a
panel of outside
experts in construction and project management
to
recommend
changes in the lab's
work.
"I personally am
reviewing the status of our projects
at my bimonthly
business and operEDDIE MOORE/FOR THE JOURNAL
ations meetings,"
Browne told mem- WASHINGTON TESTIMONY: Los
bers of a Senate Alamos National Laboratory
director John Browne testified
strategic-arms
committee.
before a Senate strategic arms
The timing of committee Thursday in WashingBrowne's testimo- ton, D.C.
ny
is
crucial:
LANL is asking
Congress for up to $800 million in new construction
money over the next eight years. And its track record
on construction has drawn sharp criticism in recent
years.
"This problem has resulted in ... cost growth through
insufficient institutional oversight and lack of a common project management system," Browne said.
A House committee last year turned aside the lab's
request for $15 million to renovate its Chemistry and
Metallurgical Research building, where cost overruns
have stalled work since last spring.
Committee members pointed out the lab ran through
See LAB on PAGE 3

its $51.3 million budget for the first
part of the renovations and still had
untold millions of dollars of work
left to do.
The lab and its overseer, the U.S.
Department of Energy, are still
investigating the project. But investigators said the lab grossly underestimated the amount of expensive
electrical work and de-contamination to bring the 1950s-vintage lab
building up to modern safety standards.
A recent report by the Defense
Nuclear Facilities Board said the
U.S. Department of Energy itself
suffers from a lack of construction
and engineering expertise.
"It's a case of the blirid leading the
blind on these projects," said Jay
Coghlan, a program director for
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear
Safety, a nuclear watchdog group.
Lab officials now are mulling
whether to scale back the CMR renovations to emergency maintenance work and ask Congress for a
new nuclear facility capable of handling large quantities of plutonium.
Congress rejected lab plans for a
new $385 million plutonium facility
in 1990 after environmentalists and
peace activists mounted a vigorous
campaign against it. They promise
more of the same if the lab resurrects the idea.
"The laboratory can look forward
to a fire storm of protest if it attempts
to build yet another industrial facility for handling plutonium," said
Greg Mello of the Santa Fe-based Los
Alamos Study Group. "The protests
will be local, they will be national and
they will be international."
Another project, the Nuclear
Materials Storage Facility, never
opened due to design t1aws. Investigators found, for instance, that
highly radioactive, weapons-grade
materials would have had to pass
through the facility's offices to
reach the storage vault. Originally
priced at $15 million, fixing NMSF
is expected to cost more than $50
million.
Lab plans call for five other multi-million dollar construction or renovation projects over the next few
years. Browne said he will name a
project manager to run each of
them and report directly to top lab
executives.
The new external panel will
review each project to make sure it
fits the lab's needs and can be finished in time, Browne said. He said
he will find a chairman for the panel among executives of "our nation's
largest industrial project management organizations."

II
i'

SF anti-nuclear group says
pOE' planning new weapons
SANTA FE (AP) - An antinuclear group is blasting the U.S.
Department of Energy over plans
for replacing weapons in the
nacion's aging stockpile, buc the
DOE says ics program meets federal
requiremencs.
..Jhe Santa Fe-based Los Alamos
~u.9Lgrou:Q co-;;ce~ds-a~.!1~~Ji
_declassified l~_j)O E_r~£2E.t

Los Alamos National LaboratOry,
said the repor1 reveals nothing thac
DOE officials haven't said all along.
The lab is involved in the stewardship program.
"The lab is not currently developing new weapons and the stockpile stewardship program has
always been clear on the need for
eventual replacemencs of weapon
~ro,:esme a~ency's scockpiJ~~tew- components and even encire
ardship program. aimed ac maintain- weapons systems." he said.
DOE officials in Albuquerque
mg [fie arsenal. ilso is in the busl~
~orcrev~!9ping new ~~~.~ are out of the office until lacer this
The. repOr1 reveals "a shocking week and were not available to comdisregard for U.S. commitments, ment.
especially those enshrined in the
The report to Congress. "StockNuclear Nonproliferation Treacy to. pile Stewardship and Management
end the nuclear arms race," said Plan: First ,';"nnual Update," spells
Greg Mello; director of the watch- out plans to gradually replace existdog group.
ing weapons with modified or new'
The DOE says lCS program meets ones. develop new nuclear options
stockpile management guidelines for emerging threacs and maintain
mandated by the 1994 N"acional the facilities and technology to build
new weapons o.t Cold War levels in
Defense.Authorizacion .';"ce.
According to that law, the pro- case of a national emergency.
The deoar1menc released a
gram is meant oOto ensure the preserv;.uion of the core inteilectual and declassified' version to a federal
technical competencies of the Vnic- Cour1 in Washington in a lawsuit
ed Staces in nuclear weapons. thac seeks to stop the DOE from
including weapons deSign. system producing nuclear weapon triggers
integracion. manur':lCturing, securi- ac Los Alamos and building a
ty. use. control. reiiabilicy o.ssess- Nacional [gnicion Facility in Li vermene. and certification."
(Please see WEAPONS, Page 8)
John Gusto.r'son. a spokesman for

WEAPONS
(from Page 1)
more, Calif. The lawsuit was filed
by a consortium of 39 disannament
and environmental organizacions,
including the Los Alamos Study
Group.
Much of the report remains classified.
Among the items in the declassified version:
• ..;,. program to provide a "continuum of warhead design options"
to replace warheads on the Navy's
submarine fleet and a provision for
manufacturing the warheads.
• A lab program to design and
replace warheads for existing
weapons that will be producible and
certifiable without a nuclear test..
• Maintain the capability to
resume nuclear testing. President
ClintOn signed the Comprehensive
Test Ban Treacy in 1996. committing the United States to a moratorium on testing. A presidential directive requires the DOE to maintain
the capability to conduct a nuclear
test within 24 to 36 months of a
request from ,Jle' president.

; ..

Weapons discussions set
The Los Alamos Study Group, a Santa Fe-based anti-nuclear organization, has scheduled. several public events Thursday and Friday, a
news release said. .
From 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Nambe Room of Fuller Lodge, there
will·be a news conference open to the public about a "citizen verifica- .
tion team."
From 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Thursday at the Parish Hall at Our Lady of
Guadalupe Church in Santa Fe, there will be a roundtable discussion on
"Los Alamos and Nuclear Weapons: Post-Cold War Issues." Speakers
include Bishop Thomas Gumbleton; Zia Mian, - a Pakistani physicist at
Princeton University; and Greg Mello ofthe Los Alamos Study Group.
In addition. Los Alamos National Laboratory representatives have been
invited.
From 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Friday at the Parish Hall at Our. Lady of
Guadalupe, Mian will speak on "Nuclear Weapons and the International Community."
.
For more information, interested people may call the Los Alamos
STudy Group, 982-7747.
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Paper: Albuquerque Tribune, The (NM)
Title: IN BRIEF
Date: March 25, 1998

Group demands look at nuke-weapons facilities
LOS ALAMOS -- An anti-nuclear group is demanding the right to look at nuclear-weapons facilities at Los
Alamos National Laboratory.
"How can we be on a high horse about other people's weapons of mass destruction if we keep investing in our
own?" said Greg Mello, director of the Santa Fe-based Los Alamos Study Group.
A team put together by the study group plans to show up at the lab Thursday to demand access, then make a
report to the United Nations, Mello said.
The lab already has told the group it will not be able to allow members in, citing the Federal Atomic Energy Act
which prohibits the lab from allowing uncleared visitors where classified work is being done.
Staff and wire reports
Copyright, 1998, The Albuquerque Tribune
Author: Staff and wire reports
Section: Local News
Page: A3
Copyright, 1998, The Albuquerque Tribune
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Paper: Albuquerque Tribune, The (NM)
Title: IN BRIEF
Date: March 26, 1998
Anti-nuclear group wants access to labs
LOS ALAMOS -- An anti-nuclear group wants the right to inspect Los Alamos National Laboratory's
nuclear-weapons facilities.
"How can we be on a high horse about other people's weapons of mass destruction if we keep investing in our
own?" said Greg Mello, director of the Santa Fe-based Los Alamos Study Group.
A team put together by the study group plans to show up at the lab this afternoon to demand access, then make
a report to the United Nations, Mello said.
The lab has told the group it will not allow its team in, citing the Federal Atomic Energy Act which prohibits the
lab from allowing uncleared visitors where classified work is being done.
Staff and wire reports
Copyright, 1998, The Albuquerque Tribune
Author: Staff and wire reports
Section: Local News
Page: A3
Copyright, 1998, The Albuquerque Tribune
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Activists To D em an d En try at LANL
.~!

. :

Iiferation and a disarm ament advo- of nuclear arsenal s is illegal
under
cate,
and Bishop Thomas Gumble- the treaty, which the United States
A Princet on physicist, a Catholic
.
bishop and local nuclear-disarma- ton, a veteran peace activist who signed.
ment activist s plan to demand entry has toured world hot spots, most
"It seems crazy at Los Alamo~
recentl y Iraq. He spearhe aded a.
today
to
but most of the world thinks
top-sec ret
nuclear recent letter from U.S.
bishops
con- Euclea r weapons are
weapons facilities at Los Alamos
inappro priate.
demnin g nuclear weapons.
National Laboratory.
We want to show there's a disconThe pilgrim ages today to the plu- nect betwee n our policy on Iraqi
Not one expects to be let in, of
tonium facility at TA-55, the Chem- weapons of mass destruc tion and
course.
Lab officials will ask them to istry and Metallurgical Researc h our own weapons of mass destruc leave and perhap s arrest them for building and the Dual-Axis Radi- !Ton," said the stud rou 's leader
ograph ic Hydrot est facility were
trespas sing if they perseve re.
reg Mello. "If the facilities at Los
. But they hope the ma<le-for-' organized by the Los Alamos Study .: Alamos were"iIi Iraq, those facilimedia confron tation will serve as a Group. It is copying the tactics of a .!..ies would no longer exist."
public rema~k on the latest hoost in Canadian group, which did the
Lab weapons officials declined
U.S. nucle~r-weapons researc h at a same thing at the U.S. Naval Sub- the group's invitation to meet, as
time when the nation is demanding marine Base at Bangor, Wash., well as any notion of letting them
the destruc tion of Iraq's ability to home of the U.S. Pacific fleet of into weapons facilities.
make weapons of mass destruction. nuclear -armed submar ines.
"I hope you underst and that we
Leading the self-styled "citizen
As their authol'ity, they cite the cannot reasona bly accomm odate
verification team" will be Pakistani Nuclea r Non-Proliferation 'freaty any part
of a request of this
physicist Zia Mian, a Princet on Uni- and last year's Interna tional Court nature, "
wrote Leroy Apoda ca,the
versity researc her on nuclear pro- of Justice opinion that maintenance lab's chief
commu nity liaison, in a
JOllrnal Staff Report

March 24 letter to the study group.
Letting unclear ed and unauthorized
people
into
classified
weapons facilities would violate the
federal Atomic Energy Act, Apodaca said, adding that LANL also does
not make U.S. weapons policy.
John Gustafson, a lab spokesman,
called the event "street theater. "
"We'll
be
witness ing
the
Fellinie sque sideshow just like the
rest of you," Gustafs on said.
Activists note the lab does heavily influen ce U.S. weapons policy
and researc h funding by postulating problem s with the arsenal and
asking for money to study them.
After visiting the lab, the group
will hold a 7 p.m. public discussion
of U.S. weapons policy, LANL's role
and global disarm ament issues, at
Our Lady of Guadal upe Parish Hall
on Agul,l Fria Hond in Santa Fe.

Paper: 'rhe Dallas Morning News
Title: NM group seeks right to inspect nuclear facilities
Author: Associated Press
Date: March 26, 1998
Section: NEWS
Page: 29A
LOS ALAMOS, N.M. - An anti-nuclear group wants the right to inspect Los Alamos
National Laboratory nuclear weapons facilities Thursday. "How can we be on a high
horse about other people's weapons of mass destruction if we keep investing in our own?
" said Greg Mello, director of the Santa Fe-based Los Alamos Study Group.
A team put together by the study group plans to show up at the lab Thursday afternoon
to demand access, then make a report to the United Nations, Mr. Mello said.
The lab has told the group it will not allow its team in, citing the Federal Atomic Energy
Act, which prohibits the lab from allowing uncleared visitors where classified work is
being done.
A letter, dated Tuesday, to Mr. Mello from the head of the lab's outreach office, Leroy
Apodaca, offered "a mutually agreeable time in the not too distant future when you and
others can come to Los Alamos and meet with some of the leaders of our nuclear
weapons program" to discuss Department of Energy requirements that are the basis for
the laboratory's work.
But Mr. Apodaca said the meeting would not include inspection of facilities or access to
classified information.
Mr. Mello said the demonstration will protest the lab's subcritical test taking place the
same day at the Energy Department's test site in Nevada and difficulties the group has
had getting information about the lab's weapons programs, he said.
The study group team is to gather Thursday afternoon in Los Alamos, then head to the
lab, where the members want to see Technical Area 55, a secured plutonium complex,
and the construction site of the Dual Axis Radiographic Hydrotest Facility, a nuclear
weapons testing machine.
The team will include Thomas Gumb1eton, a Catholic bishop who spearheaded a recent
U.S. bishops' pastora11etter condemning nuclear weapons.
Author: Associated Press
Section: NEWS
Page: 29A
Copyright 1998 The Dallas Morning News Company
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Paper: Albuquerque Tribune, The (NM)
Title: IN BRIEF
Date: March 27,1998
Anti-nuclear group wants access to labs
LOS ALAMOS -- An anti-nuclear group wants the right to inspect Los Alamos National Laboratory's
nuclear-weapons facilities.
"How can we be on a high horse about other people's weapons of mass destruction if we keep investing in our
own?" said Greg Mello, director of the Santa Fe-based Los Alamos Study Group.
A team put together by the study group plans to show up at the lab this afternoon to demand access, then make
a report to the United Nations, Mello said.
The lab has told the group it will not allow its team in, citing the Federal Atomic Energy Act which prohibits the
lab from allowing uncleared visitors where classified work is being done.
Staff and wire reports
Copyright, 1998, The Albuquerque Tribune
Author: Staff and wire reports
Section: Local News
Page: A3
Copyright, 1998, The Albuquerque Tribune
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MICHAEL DIBARI JB./ JOUI1NAL

INSPECTION BLOCKED: A group of nuclear abolitionists demanded to

Inspect nuclear weapons facilities at Los Alamos National Laboratory on
Thursday. Director of the Community Involvement and Outreach Office at
LANL leroy Apodaca, center, denied access to Bishop Thomas Gumbleton of Detroit, left to right, Carolyn Sigstedt of Santa Fe, Wlllem Malten
also of Santa Fe, and Todd Macon of the Los Alamos Study Group.

A self·styled j,itizell veI"ification
team" of nucleat· abolitionists on
'TiiiirSday declared Los AI/Hnos
National Laboratory in violation of
international law and human morality for its nuclear weapons wode
"II's clear to llIe today the United
States iSllat moving toward nuclear
disarmament," said peace <lctivist
and Catholic Bishop Thomas GUIllblehm. "We can say U.S. policy on
nuClear WeapO\IS is illegal and is ill
violation of moral law, the law of
God."
The bishop joined a handful of
blue-jacketed peace activists in
demanding access Thursday to
three of LANI:s most sensitive
nuclear-weapons facilities.
"We have cOllle to inspect Los

Alamos for its role ill nuclear
weapons production," Santa Fe disannament activist '}bdd Macon told
lab officials on the team's arrival.
Nuclear weapon eel'S in Los Alamos have seen peace vigils and antinuke protesters for over 30 years.
But they've never encountered
activists wanting to inspect their
nuclear weapons facilities.
"This is a bit more aggressive,"
said one lab security executive,
warily eyeing the group.
Lab officials politely but firmly
denied them, citing the federal
Atomic Energy Act's prohibition on
uncleared visitors.
"We have to read this as a willingness to pursue a hidden agenda and
the
stockpiling
of
nuclear
weapons," said Willem Mallen, a
Santa Fe baker.
Nor could senior lab weapons

executives meet with them until a
fut ure date .
"We're happy you were able to
make it to Los Alamos anyway," lab
community liaison chief Leroy Apodaca told the team. But, he said,
"you are uncleared visitors to our
laboratory, and by law are not
allowed access to our facilities."
"That's exactly what Ir<!q says,"
replied Zia Mian, a Princeton University arms·control researcher
and Pakistani·born physicist.
The team - also numbering a
printer and mother of three, and a
retired American historian - lectured Apodaca on the United States'
promise in the 1970 Nuclear NOli'
Proliferation Treaty to work toward
total disarmament.
"Do you believe this institution
See PEACE
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Peace Activists Denied Access to LANL Facilities
PAGE 1

ing new plutonium triggers for
has a right to violate international nuclear weapons. "When you're
law?" asked Bill Doyle, a historian doing something like this, you're
clearly in violation, and I find that
who teaches in Santa Fe.
What ensued was a tour of the out- very disheartening."
For the United Stales to invest so
sides of three barbed· wire enclosed
weapolls facilities, whel'e activists much in nuclear weapons suggest it
stood against stout winds and inter- plans to keep them indefinitely, the
mittent rain to denounce the lab's group said, and it encourages other
advancement of nuclealcweapons nations to try to get their OW1l
research, as well as U.S. policy on nuclear weapons as a sign of power.
The lab visit was organized as a
Iraq and weapons of Il)ass destruc·
media
event by the Los Alamos
tion.
"A facility like this gives the lie to . Study Group, a disarmament orgaArticle VI of the Nonproliferation nization in Santa Fe, and timed with
Treaty," Gumbleton told repol·ters an neal'ly identical visit by San
outside the lab's heavily guarded Francisco·area activists to LANI:s
plutonium facility, where it is mak· sister weapons laboratory in Liver-

fill/II

. now more expensive than average
more, Calif.
Outside the construction site of yearly expenditures on nuclear
LANI:s
Dual-Radiographic weapons during the Cold War.
Stopping nuclear weapons, said
lIydrotest facility, Mian described
the new experimental building as "a Carolyn Sigstedt, "is going to take a
bOlllb designer's dream. 'They've people's mo,{ement. Now that the
Cold War isn't a threat, we forget
been wailing for this for 40 years."
At DARIlT. twin X-ray beams will tile threat still exists in a quiet way.
provide snapshots of the plutonium And we need to take that threat to
triggers as they are compressed the streets again."
Later at Fuller Lodge, study
with high explosives ..
"There's no reason to have it group leader Qreg Mello presented
unless you want to design new a lab enviqlllmentiil offIcial, Harry
Otway, with a bouquet of sunflowweapons," Zian said .
The activists said their "inspec- ers, the symbol of the nucleatCabolitions" were intended to call atten· tion movement.
Otway grinned. "How," he asked,
tion to the nation's $4.S billion-a·
yeal' program of weapons research, "am I going to explain this?".

.r~UCle'1,t£?es
By DEBORAH BAKER
The Associated Press
LOS ALAMOS - Anti-nuclear
activists held a citizen "inspection" Thursday at the birthplace
of the atomic bomb, then
demanded the nation's nuclear
arsenal be dismantled.
"The United States started the
nuclear age right here," said
Pakistani physicist Zia Mian,
standing in front of a barbed
'wire-topped fence on a windy
mesa at Los Alamos National
Laboratory.
'''If we are going to end it, it
has to start right here."
Mian and five other members
of a "citizen verification team"·
- denied access to secure areas
- stood outside fences at key
sites at the nuclear weapons

sena ·verlIlcatlon team' to LANL

facility.
They made no attempt to enter
the off-limits areas, and the twohour visit was marked only by
verbal sparring with the handful
of LANL employees who accompanied them.
The event was inspired by the
activities of U.N. weapons
inspections teams in Iraq.
Roman
Catholic
Bishop
Thomas Gumbleton of Detroit,
who was among the blue-jacketed team members, said the United States is "violating international law and violating the law
of God."
"The only moral course we can
take is to eliminate these
weapons," the bishop said.
Gumbleton said he saw widespread suffering, especially
Please see INSPECT, Page 8-4

Clyde Mueller(The New Mexican

A group of antI-nuclear activists gather outside high-security Technical
Area 55 at Los Alamos National Laboratory Thursday while demanding
an inspection of the nuclear arsenal.

INSPECT
Continued from Page B-1
among children, when he visited
Iraq last year and got a firsthand
look at the effect of the. U.N.
sanctions against that nation.
It's hypocritical to support
sanctions against Iraq for developing weapons of mass destruction when "we are doing the very.
same thing," he said.
"We are maintaining and
developing and improving our
arsenal of weapons of mass
destruction," the white-haired
auxiliary bishop said at the conelusion of the tour.
The activists said repeatedly
that the United States is violating a 1970 nuclear non-proliferation treaty that requires goodfaith negotiations to eliminate
nuclear arsenals.
"It's time the laboratories realized it: It's not 1945 anymore.
The war is over. Even the Cold
War is over," said Mian, who
helped found the first antinuclear group in Pakistan and
now is at Princeton University's
Center for Energy and Environmental Studies.
- The continued U.S. emphasis
on nuclear weapons cqnvinces
bther, smaller nations to con tinue to develop "chemical, biologicalor crude and dirty nuclear
y;eapons," the physicist said.
: Leroy Apodaca, director of
LANL's Community Involvement
and Outreach Office, accompanied the activists on the tour.'
first, he told them that federal
!.aw prevented him from letting

them in classified areas.
"We realize there is a difference of opinion," Apodaca said in
an interview.
LANL is not working on any
new weapons design or production, he said. Its job is to make
sure the existing nuclear stockpile is "safe, secure and reliable," he said.
The activists maintain that
LANL's research work goes well
beyond that, and that the Depart.. ment of Energy's "stockpile
stewardship" program means
that nuclear weapons will be
retained indefinitely.
One of the sites where the protesters stopped Thursday was a
top-secret plutonium research
facility where LANL will make
replacement pits - plutonium
triggers for nuclear weapons _
for weapons in the existing
stockpile.
The "inspection" was also
intended as a protest of LANL's
experiment on Wednesday at the
,Nevada Test Site.
Conducted in a chamber 926
feet underground, the experiment was designed to obtain
physics information on plutoniurn samples oJ varying ages,
according to the Department of
Energy.
Operated by the University of
California for the Department of
Energy, LANL sprawls over 43
square miles and has about
10,500 employees, about 6,500 of
whom work for the University of
California and the others for
subcontractors.

Nuclear group

to 'inspect'
lo::.

~

Modeling themselves after
the United Nations inspection
"'" teams in Iraq, a Santa Fe nu~ clear watchdog group will
~ visit Los Alamos National Lab""\ oratory on Thursday and demand access to nuclear weapons facilities.
"How can we be on a high
horse about other people's
weapons of mass destruction
if we keep investing in our
own?" asked ..greg MelI2J di:
,rector of theLQ~_t\lam,9"§."
~ Study GrouR,
The "inspection team" will
include Thomas Gumbleton, a
Catholic bishop who spearheaded a recent U.S. bishops'
pastoral letter condemning
nuclear weapons. Gumbleton
visited Iraq on a fact-finding
mission last year.
Also on hand will be Zia
Mian, a: physicist at Princeton
and an expert on arms proliferation in South Asia.
The team will gather at the
Fuller Lodge parking lot at
1:50 p.m. on Thursday and
meet with members of the
press. The team will then proceed to LL\NL weapons facilities, including Technical Area
55, a highly secured plutonium
complex; and the construction
site of the Dual Axis Radiographic Hydratest Facility, a
nuclear weapons testing machine.
The laboratory has indicated that access to the facilities will not be granted.
~

Seven seek entry to lab facilities,
saying ~.S. is disarming too slowly
.
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By STEPHEN T. SHANKLAND
Monitor Managing Editor
A seven-person learn of mock-Uniled Nalions
weapons inspeclOrs tried 10 gain eOlry inlo several
classified Los Alamos Nalional LaboralOry facililies
Thursday, fully expecling lO be tumed away.
LANLofficials refused them entry allhe PlulOnium
Facility, the DualcAxis Radiographic Hydrodynamic
Tesl (DARHT) facility, and the Chemistry and Melallurgy Research Building. saying that it's against the
law for uncleared visitors to see classified work.
At a news conference afterward. members of the
team spoke aboul why they held Ihe event.
"The U.S. is nOl moving toward nuclear disarmament," said Thomas Gumbleton. a Calholic bishop
from Detroit and one of the team members. "The U.S..
lhrough ilS possession of nuclear weapons. is in viola·
lion of moral law, the law of God."
Gumbleton said the learn was calling upon the U.S.
and 'other nations to enler inlo agreements thal would
eSlablish a limelable for the abolition of nuclear
weapons.
•
GumblelOn said he was one of the Roman Catholic
r·.bishops who wrote a document in 1983 that analyzed
"nuclear weapons within the Catholic philosophy of

.<'

Their conclusion: "Any use of nuclear
weapons could never be juslified." bUl nuclear delerrence is juslified as long as the governmenl is making
progress lOwards disannameni.
However. ii's now clear lha! the U.S. posilion is:
."We have lhese weapons. and we inlcnd lO mainlain
lhem inlo the indefinile fUlure." GUlllblclOn said.
Gumbleton said he and the otller bishops are working on a revision to the 1983 document 'concerning
nuclear weapons.
Also present at the news conference was Zia Mian,
a Pakistani physicist at PrincelOn University and a
member of Pakistan's disarmament movement.
--Ir's time for the laboralOnes to realize Ihal il's not
1945 any more," Mian said. He said in 1945,Ihe world
was al a crossroads, and unfonunalely, governments
decided on policies that led lO the Cold War.
Now the Cold War is over. and Ihe world is in a
similar posirion. Mian said. This time.lhe U.S. should
choose the path of disarmamem.
BUl il appears to him Ihat the U.S. plans 10 keep its
weapons illlo the foreseeable fUlure. "It's clear that
'foreseeable' ex lends decades. This is round two of the
(Please see PROTEST, Page 10)
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nuclear age," Mian said.
Todd Macon of Ihe Los Alamos
Sludy Group. the. Sailla Fe-based
anlinuclear group that organized
Thursday's protest. said thal LANL
"is a fountain of proliferation. This
. is where it began, and lhis is where
it conlinues."
·Nuclear. weapons work is
"unconscionable. and we have a
colleclive consciousness lhal can
stay, ·SIOp ... • Macon said.
Macon said work on the Slrategic Arms Reduction Treaties
(START) is "in the right direclion."
but Ihat Ihe U.S. is not moving fast
enough.
Mian said U.S. policies encourage other nalions lO develop their
own nuclear arsenaL "Countries
r~ ....
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as snakes, il' s lime to get some
fangs," he said.
Those fangs consist of diny
nuclear
weapons.
chemical
weapons, and biological weapons.
he said.
Pakistan has a nuclear weapons
program, he said. largely in
response 10 the Ihreat posed by
India.
BUl a Hiroshinw-slyle nuclear
weapon exploded over Bombay.
India. would kill 900,000 people, he
said. "This is somelhing the government of Pakistan comemplales with
equanimilY and a cenain degree of
pride." Mian said.
The head of Ihe Pakistani nuclear
weapons program is a "national
hero," he said, because Pakistanis
believe the program shows moder-

Also al the news conference,
World War II veleran and retired
hislOry professor Bill Doyle said
govemment officials are shirking
responsibilily for nuclear weapons.
LANL oflkials told the proteslers 10 lake up their cast with Congn:ss. because congressmen are Ihe
people who tell the lab whal to do,
Doyle said. BUl congressional p<:rsonne! say they don't know what's
guing on. and that Ille protester;
should go ask Ihe lab what's hap·
pening.
"We're gelling balled back and
fonll like a pingpong ball," Doyle
said.
Members of Ihe mock-U.N. leam
and olhers planned 10 hand out
leaflels al the Bradbury Science
Museum today.

AL CABRALJIJ

A mock-U.N. inspection team visited several Los
Alamos National Laboratory sites Th'ur~day to
protest nuclear weapons work. From lett to right:
Bishop Thomas Gumbleton; Santa Fe business-

woman Carolyn Slgstedt; Santa Fe buslnes
WlJIem Malten; Pakistani physiCist Zle
retired historian Bill Doyle; and Los AI.
Study Group member Todd Macon .

Peace Activists Demand Access To LANL Sites
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Peace Activists Demand Access To LANL Sites
Ian Hoffman Journal Northern Bureau

SANTA FE -- A self-styled "citizen verification team" of nuclear abolitionists this week declared Los Alamos
National Laboratory in violation of international law and human morality for its nuclear weapons work.
"It's clear to me today the United States is not moving toward nuclear disarmament," said peace activist and
Catholic Bishop Thomas Gumbleton. "We can say U.S. policy on nuclear weapons is illegal and is in violation of
moral law, the law of God."
The bishop joined a handful of blue-jacketed peace activists in demanding access Thursday to three of LANL's
most sensitive nuclear-weapons facilities.
"We have come to inspect Los Alamos for its role in nuclear weapons production," Santa Fe disarmament
activist Todd Macon told lab officials on the team's arrival.
Nuclear weaponeers in Los Alamos have seen peace vigils and anti-nuke protesters for over 30 years.
But they've never encountered activists wanting to inspect their nuclear weapons facilities.
"This is a bit more aggressive," said one lab security executive, warily eyeing the group.
Lab officials politely but firmly denied them, citing the federal Atomic Energy Act's prohibition on uncleared
visitors.
"We have to read this as a willingness to pursue a hidden agenda and the stockpiling of nuclear weapons,"
said Willem Malten, a Santa Fe baker.
Nor could senior lab weapons executives meet with them until a future date.
"We're happy you were able to make it to Los Alamos anyway," lab community liaison chief Leroy Apodaca told
the team. But, he said, "you are uncleared visitors to our laboratory, and by law are not allowed access to our
facilities."
"That's exactly what Iraq says," replied Zia Mian, a Princeton University arms-control researcher and
Pakistani-born physicist.
The team -- also numbering a printer and mother of three, and a retired American historian -- lectured Apodaca
on the U.S. promise in the 1968 Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty to work toward total disarmament.
"Do you believe this institution has a right to violate international law?" asked Bill Doyle, a historian who
teaches in Santa Fe.
What ensued was a tour of the outsides of three barbed-wire enclosed weapons facilities, where activists stood
against stout winds and intermittent rain to denounce the lab's advancement of nuclear-weapons research, as
well as U.S. policy on Iraq and weapons of mass destruction.
"A facility like this gives the lie to Article VI of the Nonproliferation Treaty," Gumbleton told reporters outside the
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lab's heavily guarded plutonium facility, where it is making new plutonium triggers for nuclear weapons. "When
you're doing something like this, you're clearly in violation, and I find that very disheartening."
For the United States to invest so much in nuclear weapons suggests it plans to keep them indefinitely, the
group said, and it encourages other nations to try to get their own nuclear weapons as a sign of power.
The lab visit was organized as a media event by the Los Alamos Study Group, a disarmament organization in
Santa Fe, and timed with an nearly identical visit by San Francisco-area activists to LANL's sister weapons
laboratory in Livermore, Calif.
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Section--Opinion Edition--Journal North
Oate--03/29/1998 Page-- 4
LETTERS

LANL Records Are Available to Public
I WISH TO RESPOND to certain of the comments made by Ken Silver in a letter to the Journal North. For
many years I was deputy laboratory counsel at Los Alamos National Laboratory, and for much of the last served
as acting laboratory counsel. I am aware of no attempt whatsoever by LANL lawyers to obstruct in any way
Silver's attempts to access LANL records. LANL is not a party to the FOIA lawsuit brought against DOE by the
Los Alamos Study Group and its legal staff have not taken part in any way in the defense of that lawsuit.
Contrary to the impression left on Silver by a DOE FOIA officer, ownership is not the key to whether records
are accessible under the FOIA. Rather, as the Supreme Court has reiterated several times, possession by a
federal agency is the key to such access. For its own peculiar reasoning (which I have never understood), DOE is
the only federal agency that has argued that ownership is somehow determinative of such access. Apparently, it
is now having second thoughts on that position.
There are two distinct mechanisms by which Silver or any other member of the public can access laboratory
records. The first, which Silver has apparently sought to pursue, is to file a FOIA request with the DOE which can
then obtain copies of the requested records from LANL and provide them to the requester. The downside to this
approach is that DOE is under no statutory obligation to obtain records from its contractors in order to respond to
a FOIA request, and its own regulations seem to indicate that it will not obtain contractor-owned records in order
to respond to such a request.
The second approach is to file a request directly with LANL under the California Public Records Act (CPRA)
which LANL follows as a matter of policy. CPRA, which is the California FOIA, provides access to both University
of California records and DOE records in the possession of LANL. As under the FOIA, ownership is not the key to
access.
Under both FOIA and CPRA, certain records, e.g., personnel and medical records are normally exempt from
disclosure. Both statutes, however, provide mechanisms by which a requester may appeal a refusal to supply a
supposedly exempt record.
E.C. Walterscheid
Los Alamos
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Access World News
Paper: Albuquerque Tribune, The (NM)
Title: City events explore past, future of weapons
Date: April 3, 1998
One gathering here will review the development of the A-bomb; the other will delve into arms control.
Albuquerque is the host this weekend to two contrasting gatherings -- one with America's atomic-bomb pioneers;
the other with international experts on arms control.
They are separate events but they are on common ground in New Mexico.
The world's first atomic weapon was detonated at Trinity Site near Alamogordo on July 16, 1945. And today two
of the nation's three nuclear-weapon labs are in New Mexico: Los Alamos, where that first bomb was built, and
Sandia in Albuquerque.
One gathering is hailed as an opportunity to illuminate history; the other as a chance to explore ideas for a more
peaceful world.
But one critic considers Albuquerque's atomic weekend a sham, aimed at glorifying, maintaining and
legitimatizing nuclear weapons.
"Atomic weapons are always seen and portrayed as sexy science," said Todd Macon of the Los Alamos Study
Group, an anti-nuclear organization. "I think their goal is to maintain this image."
Not so, says Jim Walther, director of the National Atomic Museum, organizer of Saturday's colloquium at the
University of New Mexico on "Trinity Days and Beyond: Nuclear Pioneers."
"This is not glorifying; it's documenting. This is history," Walther said.
Some 15 scientists and engineers who worked on the Manhattan Project to build the first atomic bomb are
expected to participate in the colloquium. Those pioneers include:

* Leon Smith, a 41-year nuclear veteran who assembled the firing systems for the Fat Man and Little Boy atomic
bombs dropped on Japan.
* Ben Benjamin, a soldier who was assigned to make technical photographs of the Trinity detonation.

* Jack R. Roeder, who measured the effects of nuclear detonations at the Nevada Test Site for the Army.
* Joe Knight, who helped build the Mark 3 Fat Man bomb and helped test new bomb materials and stockpile
bombs.

It is the first time the men will discuss in an open forum what they did for years secretly behind lab fences.
Macon says the event, like the atomic museum which features an exhibit hall full of hollow bombs, is not likely to
offer attendees a true picture but instead a glorified one.
The museum's Walther disagrees. He said the museum presents information and shows the weapons, "but we
don't dictate a mind-set of whether they are good or bad."
That observation is echoed by Charles Demos, a Department of Energy declassification officer in charge of
making previously secret film footage of atomic research and tests available to the public.
Newly declassified footage will be revealed for the first time Saturday at the Atomic Museum at Kirtland Air Force
Base.
All told, Demos says about 6,000 films have or will be made public, and they represent a historical treasure that
"when you look at them, they don't glorify atomic weapons."
He said they show "the psyche of the times" and how attitudes quickly changed from admiring the bomb to
deploring it as the deadliest of weapons.
"This is about people, not bombs," Demos said.
Across town, the eighth International Arms Control Conference is expected to draw an estimated 250 experts
from 32 countries to discuss "New Horizons and New Strategies in Arms Control."
The three-day conference, which is not open to the public, begins tonight at the Sheraton Uptown Hotel.
The gathering is the world's leading arms-control conference, says conference chairman James Brown, director of
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Sandia National Laboratories' Cooperative Monitoring Center.
In addition to exploring the future of nuclear weapons, the conference will focus on emerging arms-control
approaches; domestic and international terrorism; and ensuring compliance with arms-control agreements, Brown
said.
Speakers include:
* John Holum, director of the U.S. Arms Control Agency.
* Brig. Gen. John Reppert, director of the U.S. On-Site Inspection Agency.
* U.S. Sen. Pete Domenici, Albuquerque Republican and chairman of the Senate Budget Committee.
* C. Paul Robinson, president of Sandia Labs and former U.S. ambassador to the Joint Verification Experiment
with the former Soviet Union.

Brown said past conferences have created valuable relationships among some of the world's top arms-control
experts.
Macon insists that such conferences give the illusion that something meaningful is being done about the
worldwide threat of weapons of mass destruction.
But with spending for nuclear weaponry increasing this year, Macon said the reality is that the nation and its labs
give lip service to arms control and non-proliferation while continuing "on the path to greater proliferation."
Not far from the conference, Macon noted, thousands of warheads are stored at Kirtland, the nation's largest
nuclear-weapons depot because of its proximity to Sandia and Los Alamos.
Brown responded that, in his opinion, "as long as there are countries with nuclear weapons, the United States will
have a stockpile."
"I don't think you can put the genie back in the bottie," Brown said. But, he said, that doesn't mean people and
their governments shouldn't try to control the threat.
What's really needed, Macon said, is "everybody stands down, take all the missiles off alert and put caps on the
missile silos."
The Cold War's over, he said, but "we're still on edge."
ATOMIC WEEKEND
Trinity Site, where the first atom bomb was detonated on White Sands Missile Range, is open Saturday from 8
a.m. to 2 p.m. through Stallion Gate, off N.M. 380.
Declassified films of U.S. atomic-bomb tests will be shown to the public for the first time Saturday at the National
Atomic Museum on Kirtland Air Force Base. The films will run periodically during the day; museum hours are from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Visitors must enter the base's Wyoming gate; a driver's license, car registration and proof of
insurance are required for a pass.
"Trinity Days and Beyond: Nuclear Pioneers," a colloquium featuring scientists and engineers who built and tested
the first atomic bomb, will take place from 5:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday at the University of New Mexico's
Continuing Education Center, 1643 University Blvd. N.E. The event is free and open to the public.
Copyright, 1998, The Albuquerque Tribune
Author: Lawrence Spohn TRIBUNE REPORTER
Page: A1
Copyright, 1998, The Albuquerque Tribune
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CMR to be fully operational on Friday
f"~4hY

STEPHEN T. SHANKLAND
CMR Building into 50 activities,
and has been gradually restarting
Monitor.Managing Editor
After a 7 1/2-month long process, them as the new procedures, trainLos Alamos National Laboratory ing, and upgrades were implementexpects to have its Chemistry and ed over the last several months.
Metallurgy Research Building fully About half of the activities had
operational Friday.
resumed by mid-December, and the
"It means that we are now back last activity will be resumed Friday,
in normal operations, doing all the Post said.
"We've been working on returnthings we're epected to do," said
Dave Post, who led most of the ing the building to normal operarestart project.
tions for quite some time," Post
LANL managers halted opera- said.
tions at the facility Sept. 2 to revise
Among the 50 activities is work
procedures, train employees in fol- such as managing samples as they
lowing them, and perform some arrive at the building, get sent to
safety-related upgrades at the build- where they need to gOrand are analng'-- .
lyzed. Anothe'r activity is specThe.stand-down was triggered by troscopy, a detailed analysis techa series of incidents' at CMR, includ- nique.
ing anclIplosion in one lab that took
CMR is a 550,000-square foot
place one evening in November facility used to conduct chemical
1996.. LANL officials said the and metallurgical researcl:1 on plutoexplOSion could have killed people nium and . other nuclear materials.
if there had been people working About 350 employees work there.
'nearbY.
.
.
CMR has been undergoing
The. lab divided operations at the changes in recent months. The man-

to. Santa Fe Saturday to compete
in the Capital Invite, which will
be held at Santa Fe High School
beginning at 9 a.m.
The Capital Invite will be the
first meet of the season where athletes around the state can secure a
spot at the state tournament.
There may be bucket loads of
surprises, and several places
where the Toppers expect to qualify 'one or more athletes, but half
the fun is finding out what's
going to happen, and who's going
to do what.
The coaches may be looking
for a quick qualifying bid in the
400-relay.
The boys team has been
around the qualifying mark all
season. The team, which nornlal'
Iy consists of Chris Donahue,

.

qualifying time$.{
For the gir\s to ~ea:ch state,
they will have ~o race 2:27.9· in
the 800, 5:32 in the 1600, and finish the 3200 in A2: 14.
Matt Edwards has been dangling around the qualifying mark
in the 1600-run, while freshmen
Kit Werley and Brad Skidmore
have been battling each other for
the freshman record in the 3200run.
Chris Gartz and Jesse Echave
will be trying to lower their times
in the longer races, and get. to
state.
The times for state are 2:02.2
in the 800, 4:37 for the 1600, and
10: 13 in the 3200.
The sprints, hurdles, relays,
and field events should also pose
as strong events for the Toppers,

agement of the building is being put
under a single division, Nuclear
Materials Technology Division, and
the building is in the midst of a multiyear upgrade project. The upgrade
project proved more serious than
LANL officials expected, and they
were forced to suspend the upgrade
project after the lab ran out of
money.
Post said the operational restart
project is independent from the
upgrade project.
The operational restart also experienced delays. Originally, operations were scheduled to go back online in January. A delay pushed that
back into mid-March, and even that
wasn't enough time.
Post said some of the delays
stemmed from making sure that personnel at CMR had proper ways to
test safety equipment and that
employees were following those
procedures. "What was happening
was there was'a difference between
what the procedures said and what

we were actually doing when it
came to testing our safety equipment in the plant," Post said.
In particular, during one management walk-through, the lab found
that safety tests weren't recognizing
the fact that backup fire alarm panels didn't have functioning batteries.
There were several other problems found as well, he said. "It
caused us to pause. We stopped and
reviewed all safety system procedures," Post said.
Until the fire alarm panel battery
backups were fixed, about a dozen
people were needed to go on fire
patrol in the CMR Building, Post
said.
In addition, the lab also had to fix
problems with ventilation hoods, he
said. The ventilation hoods are used
to draw air away from personnel
working with hazardous chemicals
or radioactive materials, and the air
then is sent through filters.
CMR was having problems
(Please see CMR, Page 6)
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